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ABSTRACT

Thenllal conductivity and dielectric cunstant of two Iypes of wood
Gorjan and Segull have been studied for their dependence on salinity and
moisture content. The dielectric constant was measured at a constant
frequency using a Wein Bridge Oscillator type B 224. A standard voltage
derived from a Wein Bridge Oscillator was applied simultmlcously to the
component lmder test and the internal standards via the Decade switches,
The resulting currents are summed in the current transformer and the
difference was fed to the logarithmic detector and hence to the null
indicating meter. By adjustment of the voltage applied to the standards, the
balance between the standard lUld unknown ehmmels was made exact, when
the detector output feUto a minimum. At this point the standard and unknown
bear a numencal ratio as indicated by the signifiellilt figures read from the
Decade controls, and the Range switch units. The variation of dielectric
constant of the Gorjan and Segun wood is explained in terms of the
addItional contributions from water molecules and the ions fr<)lllthe salt

solutions, 111emoisture content of the samples in the form of small disc was
varied by immersing the samples in water and the moisture content of the

wood was detennined from the difference of weight of the treated samples
and the dry samples. The same procedure was applied to induce salinity in
the wood samples where saline solutions of different strengths were used. The
thermal conductivity of Gorjllil and Segull wood were determined using a
technique which is a modification of Lees method in order to avoid the
error due to the air gap between the sample and the conducting disc used as

heat source and heat sink. The effcetive temperatnre of the wood samples at
which conductivity was measured was altered by changing the temperature of
the heat source (electricaly). Conductivity of both the types of wood increased
wIth 11lcreasing salinity. The conductIvity was also observed to increase
with increasing temperature. Results are explained in tenns of lhe additional
contribution from the water molecules and ions and also in tenns of the

trllilsler of few electrons from the valence band to the conduction band
which aet as the thermal energy carrier.
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Chapter - 1

INTRODUCTION

Wood is an extremely heterogeneous material and it is not surprising that

its chemical composition, anatomy and physical properties vary within wide

limits. Its macrostmcture is evident in its grain, its micro stnlcture is of

biological origin and its atomic coordination are molecular,

Wood is a composite material consisting of three major polymers namely

cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Variation in the amounts of cellulose,

hemicellulose and lignin in wood, the changes in them and degradation of

products fonned under different conditions are discussed by W.E. Hi11S(ll) . He

also discussed the changes in the nature of hemicelluloscs which appear to play'

an important role in conveying stability.

The properties of wood and cel1ulose have been investigated in the past by

many authors. Wood as a composite insulating material has many interesting

physical characteristics. The present research work includes the developments of

technique for more accurate measurement of thermal conductivity and dielectric

constants of different kind of wood (Segun, Gorjan) in tlleir normal states and

under conditions of humidity and salinity.

In explaining the mechanism of electrical conduction, the general

asswnption that the electrical changes are carried by ions in wood and cellulose

rather than by electrons was observed by Barkar W.W. et-al(l.l) Brown J.HY.J).

Hearle J.W,S (1.4) Murphy EJ.(i S) Skaar c.(l6) These ions arise from metallic

residues or impurities In addition cellulose and wood exhibit polarization

phenomena that arc typical characteristics of ionic conduction in direct electric
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field as reported by Brown ),H.(I3) and O'snllivan 1.B.(17) The migration of ions

through wood under the influence of an applied field by using radioactive ions

was observed by Lin. R.T(I ~)by metallic ions that posses characteristic colours

by Murphy E.J.(I.~) O'sullivan ).8(1.7) and Skaar Cl1.6)and by the PH value of

materials that accumulate at the electrodes observed by Ito S{I 10) Therefore ions

play an important role in electrical conduction, But therc have been no

quantitative measurements of thc cxtent to which changed transport is

electrolytic.

All tnnbers tend to come to an equilibnum with thc relative humidity of the

surrounding air. 111emost important effect of this is that the wood shrinks on

swells. 111emovcment in the direction along the grain of the wood is negligible

as one would expect from the molecular stlUcture. Thc cross grain swelling and

shrinkage is however, very large. Every one percent change of moisture content

may cause about a half percent shrinkage or swelling over the range of moisture

contents likely to bc reached in air. The lateral dimensions of wood can thus

change between five and ten percent i.e, is up to an inch on a ten inch wide

plank

Even indoors, the relative humidity is changing all the time, especially

between night and day. Floor board and fumiture tend to follow the hwnidity

change and this is the reason for the ghostly noises one hears in the house at

night. Ifwood is physically restrained from shrinking when it does so it will split,

because it has almost no tensile strength across the grain. If it is physically

restrained from swelling when it wants to swell very considerable pressures are

built up.

The most important effect of moisture on wood IS to cause it to swell, A

rather less important effect, from Ihe practical pomt of view, IS to changc the
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mechanical properties. Thoroughly wet wood has something like a third of the

strength and stiffness of completely dry wood.

Wood consists of closed tubes which in the living tree arc partly full of

water or rather sap, In freshly felled wood the mOlstnre content varics btlt may be

over] 00 percent of the weight of the dry wood substance. About 25 percent of

this water is absorbed on the hydroxyl is of the Sibaria wall, the remainder is

liquid water inside the cell. Seasoning consists in rcmoving most of the water in a

eontrol1ed way: essentially it is a drymg operation and nothing more.

Since the cells are closcd spindle-shaped tubes, the liquid water inside

them is not very easy to get out. It can only be dried out by ditfusing it slowly

through the tube walls This would present no great difficulty if one were dealing

with a single cell but real lumber contains many thousands and it is neccssary to

diffuse the water from the mIler cells through the wall of most of the other cells

which lie between them and the outer world. So, if the moisture b'fadicnt is too

sharp the outside will be notably drier, in the intennediate stages of seasoning

than the inSIde, and so it will shrink more and will thus split This is why one

cannot season too fast without mining the timber. At about 25 percent moisture

content however these hydroxyls become saturated mId Ule cell walls cml absorb

no more water this is known as the fibre saturation point. Up to the fibre

saturation point the lumen or hollow part of the cell is empty of water, Above the

fibrc saturation point virtually the whole of the additional moisture eXIsts as loose

liquid water within the lumen. Ni the dimensional and mechanical changes in

wood which arc due to moisture occur below the fibre saturation point, that is

betweell zero percent and 25 percent moisturc content.

J
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Contractions of wet wood during freezing is observed by Kubldl.ll) as

w'ell as Schirp(L121and Kubler on several wood species. In thennal expansion

tests with wood samples Starrier* paid no attention to possible varieties in

moisture content. Glatzel(l.IJ) noticed some drying of his samples but disregarded

the corresponding slmnkage and Villar{ 1.14}used oil - soaked samples apparently

assuming that the oil prevented or at least reduced changes in moisture content.

Hendershot and Ogarkora (I ,20) corrected observed expansions and contractions

for measured changes in moisture content, a method that is inaccurate because of

swelling and shrinkage.

The bonds between atoms of a lIlolecule arc much stronger than bonds

between molecules, Consequently, intramolecular bond may be assumed to be

more stiff and to pennit less thermal vibration than bonds between adjoining

molecules. Wood consists mainly of chailllike cellulose molecules most of which

are arranged parallel to each other approximately in fiber direction In such a

structure exist many' variable' mtennolecular joint per unit of specimen length in

the transverse direction than longitudinally.

In dry wood, cel1ulose - cellulose hydrogen bonds represent the variable

links between adjoining molecules Whcn wood swells entering water splits

cellulose - cellulose hydrogen bonds and fonns cellulose - water cellulose

hydrogen bonds. With the water molecule intruding, the links in the swollen

moist wood become not only longer but also weaker and less stiff than in dry

wood

Forsaith(l.Ir,)speculated that the atomic vibrations in the elongated slender

cellulose molecule develop sufficient disturbance to cause the chain to vibrate
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in a plane perpendicular to its long axis. This leads to transverse thermal

expansion which is much larger than thermal expansion of most materials.

Thc coefficient of thermal conductivity should apply only to homogeneous

materials in which the heat transfcr is by conduction alone, as in metals. Heat is

transfcrred across an air space, by radiation, conduction on convection. The rate

of hcat transfer aeross an air space is affected materially by the orientation of the

space. The equipment for the detennination of conductance values must be so

designed that the air space ean be rotated to various positions. Wilkis and

Peterson designed an equipment mId it has been in almost constmIt use since that

time with some refinements added. If the structure of an insulating material is

sufficiently open to permit convection currents, the rate of heat flow is affected

by orientation. Air spaces of sufficient width for convection to occur transfer heat

at different rates, dcpending upon whether the direction of heat flow is

horizontal, vertically, upward or vcrtically downward, This transfercnce is much

more pronounced in air spaces fonm:d by reflection insulation.

Stamm, AJ, ct al(1.I7) reported that when wood IS heated under

tempcrature time conditions that cause a loss of water of constitution, together

with other broken down product, the less in weight is accompanied by

dimensional slabiliUltion.

Slam A. ]1118)shown that the rate of the thermal changes occurs in wood

and paper prior to give them dimensional stabilization ean be greatly increased

by introducing salts into the wood or paper Pt"tOi' to heating. TIlese catalysts do

not change the nature or the reactions as indicated by the constmlCY of the

activation energy and they do not alIeet various strength losses that accompany

the attainment of any definite level of dimensional stabilization.
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REVIEW OF THE PAST WORK ON DIELECTRIC

PROPERTIES OF WOOD

Scientific developments are the outcome of long active research. In

many cases, it becomes very difficult to locate the exact data on when and

how the phenonena arc first established. This may also be applied in the

case of dielectric materials like wood and study of their properties. The

dielectric properties arc important not only for understanding the structure

of wood and cellulose at the molecular level, but also for practical

application in industrial heating and in measuring density and moisture

content of cellulosic materials. However, according to many people who

worked with the dielectric properties of materials, Faraday was the man

who first pointed out the increase of the capacity of condenser with the

presence of the dielectric materials by neutralizing charges at the electrode

surfaces which otherwise would contribute to the external field. Drude was

also one of the pioneer in the systematic study of the dielectric properties,

In 1931 Stoops measured the dielectric constant of a few vegetable oils

over the wide range of temperature and calculated their polarization and

electrical moments. He discussed the results from the stand point of

molecular structures. The interpretation of dielectric polarization from the

standpoint of molecular structure depends upon a representative molecule

of a specimen of the dielectric substance under the influence of a

macroscopic electric field, The dielectric measurement by Cole and Drude

gave evidence of anomalous dielectric dispersion i.e the decrease in the

dielectric constants at high frequencies.

For wood products the dielectric properties have already been

studied on a large scale at lower frequencies (Skaarl21" Kroner(22).
Hearmon BurchanP J), Vodoz(2,4" Rafaisk(2.5l vennaas(2,61, James(2.7l. In
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the microwave range however, alot of work have still to be performed.

Interesting studies in this respect were done by James and Hamil and

Tinga(28}. In all materials continuous random vibration of molecules are

noticed. The temperature of the material is a measure of the energies of

these vibrations In the case of microwave heating the rise in vibration

motion is attributed to the mechanism of ionic (for electrolytic) conduction

and mainly dipole rotation.

N,E Hill(29} showed that the application of Onsagar's theory of

dielectric dispersion contained an incorrect assumption abont the behavior

of the reaction field when the applied field is varied.

Ionic conductIOn is practically independent of temperature or

mICro wave frequency but is only effective for wood at high moisture

contents. The 'electric field applied at microwave freqencie causes a

dissociation of molecules and a migration of ions by delivering kinetic

cnergy The ordered Kinetic energy is then converted into disordered

K,E, which may be regarded as heat by collision of the migrating ions
;
with an-ionized molecules. This transfer of energy leads to an increase in

temperature.

In all materials contmuous random vibration of molecules are

noticed. The temperature of the material is a measure of the "energy of

these vibrations In order to increase the energy or magnitude of

vibrations of the individual molecules .. In the case of microwave heating

the rise in vibrational motion is attributed to the mechanisms of IOmc

conduction and mainly dipole rotation.

Dipole rotation, on the other hand is characterized by both

temperature and frequency dependency, However, it also may take place

9
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in wood at low moisture contents, because of the presence of polar

groups The vibrations that arc induced in the interior of the dielectric

material arc based an a '/'Obltion of the polar molecules under the

influence of the external electric field. When an electric field is applied

the randomly oriented dipoles align themselves in a directiol' opposite to

that of the external field.

The cellulose 111 wood has amorphons regiol'ls and contains ionic

impurities soluble in water. With ions present the dielectric behavior of

moist wood could be similar to that of weak electrolytes.

Brown and Skaar(2.10!suggested that when an external alternating

electric field is applied and the frequency is not too high, each time the

ficld is reversed the polar molecules reverse their position too a continuous

dipole rotation is the result. The total stored energy consists of the sum of

the potential and kinetic energies of the rotating molecules Although,

during each cycle a certain fraction of the total energy is dissipated due to

friction, the energy levels of the adjoining molecules are raised owing to

collisions and transfer of energy and this results in a temperature rise.

Professor M. R. Sarker(211J, S.P Bhattachajeee and Mr. Ekin Uddin

studied the dclectric properties of some local varieties of wood at 3 em.

Wavelength in the electronic Research Laboratory Department of Physics,

University of Rajshaihi.

W,E Courtny(2.12J,presented the theory and experimental result to

show possibility of using a resonant post technique for characterizing

dielectric and magnetic materials at microwave frequencies.
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J. Handling and L. Bot(\e(211) presented technic for accurate

detcnnming the dielectric constant of microwave materials. The concept

was to resonate a cut off circular wave guide cavity by inserting the

die1cctric disk sample, Unlike most dielectric measurement technique

which rely on perturbation methods that one determined the dielectric

constant from the absolute measurement of the resonant frequency, Also

the use of a cut off cavity presents false dielectric constant reading by

eleenllnatmg spurious resonance.

R. Broko(2.I,jlstudied the dielectric properties of composite media in

1979. The c1cctrostatic polarizability of two component composite media

was studied tbeoritically by him using the integral equation method, My

sore R.Lakshminaraya, L.D, Paulaing and W.A Cook used the standard

perturbation theory analysis 10 develop a ncw microwave technique for

simultaneously and independently measunng the size and dielectric

constant of dielectric saniples,

Jamcs, Hamil (215) and Lin R.TI2 1(,) observed that, with incrcasing

moisture content, the amount of water within the wood matrix 1ncreases,

which itself is eharacteri7.ed by high dielectric values, On the other hand,

the polar components of the cell wall and the cellulose get more freedom

of rotation at higher moisture contents and in this way also contribute to a

more pronounced dielectric hehavlOr.

Norimoto et.al(2 17)studied the dielectric behavior of Pinus densiflora

Sicb, el wce the anisotropy in longitudinal and transverse direction IS

describcd to a difference in the arrangement of cell wall and lumcn.

1 1
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REVIEW OF THE PAST WORK ON THERMAL

CONDUCTIVITY OF WOOD
Wood is a complex material because of its complex and hygroscopic

structure. Wood consists of small crystal - like regions dispersed in a matrix of

amorphous material which is hygroscopic. So wood contains moisture in

proportion to the humidity of its environment. Conductivity is a material property

that determines the current density resulting from a given voltage gradient in the

material. Its reciprocal is resistivity. The conductivity afwood varies enormously

with its moisture content.

Chemically wood is a partially oxygenated solid composed of cellulose,

the hemicellulose, lignin and extractives.

Cellulosic materials are most hygroscopic substance and its thermal

conductivity depends upon its moisture content, temperature and applied voltage.

In oven dry wood, resistivity is of the order of 1017 to IOI~Ohm-centimeters at

room temperature observed by Clark JD and lW Williams(3.I), kolhnann, (32)

StammO.3) Above fiber saturation, the path for conduction gradually shifts from

cell walls to cell cavities of wood or void spaccs of paper and fiber board and the

conductivity takes place along continuos water colurrms observed by Ito S.(34)

and katz, A.R and D. G Miller. (J.,) Moisture content has the predominant effect

upon conductivity of wood and Cellulosic materials but conductivity is also

affected by temperaturc, which is observed by, Anderson. R.O(H) R. W

Davidson and Lin R.T?,7) . At moisture contents above fiber saturation. Lin

RT (.17) observed a discontinuity in the ClUvenear OoC . This may have been

rclated to thc change in moisture content of the cell wall due to freezing

associated with the phenomenon known as "Coldness Shrinkage" observed by

K bl H (lH) d L. R .1' (3.7)lIer.. an Ill., ,

14



In explaning the mechanism of electrical conduction it has been generally

assumed that the electrical charges are carried by ions in wood and cellulose

rather than by electrons as observed by Barkas. W.W. RES Hearmon and G.H.

Pratt, (.19) Brown JH. (3 IO), Hearle lW,S (3,11) and Lin RT. (37).

Barkas W.W. R.F.S Heannon and G,H. Pratt (3.9) and Brown. J.H (>'10)

reported that thesc ions arise from metallic residues or impurities, In addition,

cellulose and wood exhibit polarization phenomena that are typical

charactcristics of ionic conduction in direct current electric fields.

Hcarle 0.11) recognized that the conductivity of cellulose may be governed

both by the number of free ions and by their mobility. He considered that the

lllunbcr of free ions, on the other hand, is influenced by the presence of water in

moist wood that has a large dielectric constant. Therefore, he postulated that the

conductivity of hygroscopic materials increases with increasing moisture content

because of the increase in its dielectric constant.

Murphy (.112) applied the theory of electrical conduction for ionic crystals

to cellulose and proposed that its conductivity be represented by the sum of the

intrinsic conduction and extnnsic conduction. The theory was further extended

by Lin ,(3.V! , who considered that the fonnation of charge carries in wood is

statistical and that equilibrium exists with temperature.

Since wood lacks the free electrons which so rapidly transfer heat and

electricity m metals, it conducts heat by the relatively inefficient transfer of

vibrational energy from one particle to the next. For this reason, and because

wood's hollow cells trap air, wood and wood based panel products are low in

thermal conductivity, In the longitudinal or fiber direction, which is lengthwise in

most pieces wood conducts heal 1.5 to 2.8 time faster than in the transverse

direction, perpendicular to the fibres. This is due to the orientation of fibers and
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of cellulose - chain molecules. The higher ratios apply more to dry wood and the

lower ratios more to - wet wood in which water equalizes the difference between

longitudinal and transverse conductivity. In dry wood the ratio averages 2.5.

The thennal conductivity of water is more than 20 times higher than that of

air and also exceeds the conductivity of cell-wall substance. Therefore thermal

conductivity increases with increasing moisture content. Moisture also

contributes to heat conduction by diffusion as vapor from the warm to the cold

side.

Ito sy.4) and Skaar (3.13) reported that when current passes through

conducting media, it is always accompanied by Joule's heating, which will

increasc the temperature of the conducting body. With cellulose and wood,

resistivity is initially reduced. Such initial decrease in resistance is opposed by

the ellects of electrode reaction and polarization, which increases the resistance.

Temperature has the strongest influence on thermal conductivity at a given

moisture content, which is lower for dense wood than for light wood. Dense

wood, after all, has relatively little cell cavity space for water and for diffusing

vapor.

In wood-based panel products, fibres are usually oriented in the plane of

the panel, so that heat flows across the panel perpendicular to the fibers, as in its

flow across solid wood. In solid wood, however all fibers lie para1led to each

other and are grown together, whereas in the panels a number of fibers lie at

angles and touch each other only over a part of their length.

Gilbo C.F (3 141, Me1ean (3 15) and Wangaard (3.16) reported that the thermal

conductivlty of wood has been detennined by clamping an externally insulated

heating plate with a heated edge guard ring to prevent lateral heat losses on one
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surface of a board and measuring the electrical energy input per unit of time

required to maintain the surface of the board at a fixed temperature above the

opposite face, the temperature of which is thennostatically controlled. After a

linear steady state temperature gradient is set up across the board, the amount of

heat required to maintain the gradient per unit oftime becomes constant.

Clarke, L. N and Kingston(lI7) observed a more recent method for

measuring heat conductivity makes it possible to measure heat conductivity and

specific heat simultaneously as the temperature is raised.

Ward, R.I., and Skaar, cY.1S) reported that two indentical specimens to be

tested are clamped on opposite faces of a "heat sink' (a copper or aluminum

block having an accurately known total heat capacity of the same order as that of

the wood) with a guard ring around it that is heated electrically at a rate to keep

its temperature equal to that of the heat sink thus avoiding lateral heat losses.

Electric hot plates are clamped on the outer faces of the two test specimens and

adjusted to give equal heating and a rise in temperature at a rate about equal to

the rate of rise in temperature of the heat sink. Part of the heat entering the test

specimens is used in raising their temperature and the remainder is conducted

across the specimens to raise the temperature of the heat sink. Thus\both the

specific heat of the test specimens, C and their thermal conductivity, K an

involved through the following relationship,

K=dT"/d! {L (PCL + P1C1Ld I 2 (T h - T,)}.

Where <ITe/d! is the rate of temperature rise of the heat sink in 0° C/sec, L is

the thickness of the identical specimens and L1 is the thickness of the heat sink in

em, P is the specific gravity of the specimen, PI is the specific gravity of the heat

sink metal & C1 its specific heat, Th is the temp of the hot plate & Te is the

temperature of the heal sink in OoC
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Mclean, JD (3 19) observed that the thermal conductivity of oven~dry wood

is 2,25 to 2,75 times greater in the fiber direction than in the transverse direction.

Variations between the radial and the tangential directions are practically

negligible.

The direction of heat flow through most heat insulators has little effect on

the thermal conductivity, but there are some important exceptions to this

statement. Griffiths (320) measured, the thermal conductivity of some light weight

woods perpendicularly and in parallel to the grain and found the K values 60 to

80% greater when the heat flow was parallel instead of perpendicular to the

gram. Frinck (3 Zl) made thermal conductivity determinations on various fibrous

materials and showed the effect produced on the K value by different

arrangement of the fibers.

The rate of heat transfer across an air space is affected materially by the

orieutation of the space equipment. For the determination of conductance values

must be so designed that the air space can be related to various positions. Wilke

and Peterson (J 22) designed the equipment and it has been in almost constant use

since that time, with some refinements added.

The electrical resistivity of Cellulosic material is also affected by the

presence of water soluble electrolytes. This is reflected in the fact that heart

wood in gcneral not only shows higher conductivity but also requires less

activation energy which observed by Breeze, I.E and I. Vitins. (J.B). Hearle

l.W.S, (3.11) Katz AR and D.G, Miller (3.5) and skaar. (JJJ) are '~own that the

conductivity of wood and cellulose is increased by the introduction of ionic salts

into the structure .

18
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The electrical conductivity of wood and cellulose does not follow Ohm's.

law. Apparent resistance of cellulosic materials depend upon the applied voltage,

known as the Evershed effect which was observed by, Brown J H, (lW)

Davidson R.W (324), The direct current resistance decreases rapidly with increase

in applied voltage from Zero to approximately 150 volts per cm. though

temperature, moisture content and type of material alfect the result slightly.

Above this range, the decrease in the resistance with increasing voltage IS so

small that resistance can be considered as essentially constant.

When conductivity is measured with alternating current of 60 cycles

frequencies, the Evershed Effect is not observed. Therefore, it appears to be a

characteristic ofiollic conduction for polar dielectric and may be attributed to the

dependence of the degree of polari7ation of polar substances on field strength .
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AIM Of TilE THESIS WORK

Wood is an important material with complcx properties which have

variety of applications as a construction material . Some physical

properties of wood such as thermal conductivity and its dic1ectric constant

have been studied in the past but the existing information is not exhaustive

and dcmands further study specially for wood of local origin Its

composite structure and physical propcrties vary from one kind of wood to

another depending on the plant source, seasoning, moisture content and

specially the content of salts as absorbed chemicals.

Moisture and salinity can have fur reaching effects on electrical

propcrtics of wood and can alter the value of the breakdown voltage.

Wood as a construction material therefore, needs to be studied for its

physical changes dne to moister and temperature variation. Wood is often

used for building cold storage for its thcrmal insulating property_ The

study of thermal and electrical properties is important for thcir variation

due to salinity and humidity_

The rescareh findings of the present work will therefore, have

usefulness in the application of wood as a construction material and also

for understanding of the complex mechanism of thermal conduction and

electrical response in wood as dielectric matcria!.
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Chapter - II

KIND OF WOODS

Many varieties of wood are available in Bangladesh. But this research

work is about two difTerent kinds of wood, whosc local names are Segun (Teak)

and Gorjan.

Segun : It is a very strong and dumble timber with a beautiful golden

yellow colour. It is easy to season and easy to work. It is considered to be a very

superior timber. It can resisit attacj(to some extent. It is also not easily atta~d

by termites. It is very commonly used for all sorts of house hold construction

and stfllctural works, for manufacture of high class furniture, ship building,

railway sleepers, flooring, veneers and decomtive structural works.

Corjan: It is very strong and durable timber. It is difficult to work with

and docs not take good polish. It is widely used for house building, railway

sleepers and carriage Ooors, buildings, general stmctural works, rough furniture,

etc. [t is hable to excessive shrinkage. It must be given a preservative treatment

as it is easily attacked by fungi.

!t is found in the Hills of Chittagong and Sunderbans.



PROPERTIES OF WOOD

Wood is the hard substance under the bark of trees and shrubs. The outer

hark (protecting the tree) is the dead corky part that varies in thickness with

the kind of tree and its age. The inner bark cames the food made in the leaves

down to branches, trunk and roots.

Hardwoods differ greatly from softwoods in some of their uses and

properties. In general hardwood species are not only harder but also heavier

and tougher than softwoods, and have a tendency to shrink morc. Hardwoods

and softv.'oods are very similar in stiffness, which means that on a weight for

weight basis the softwoods are stiffer.

Hardness means that the wood is solid or fIrm and that the surface does

not dent, scratch, or cut easily. The main disadvantage of hard woods is the

difficulty of cutting them v.rithtools. They are harder to nail and are much

more likely to split.

Teak, which is a very fine furniture wood, is extremely hard and abrasive

and requires machining by carbide - tipped tools. Hardness is of great value

whcn selecting woods for flooring, fine furniture and tool handles. But the

classification of woods by species into hardwoods and softwoods does not

mean actual hardness. Many softwoods cut from evergreen trees are actually

harder than some hardwoods cut from broad-leaf trees.

The weight of wood is an important consideration in many types of

construction. Weight is a good indicator of the relative strength of wood. A

heavy piece of dry wood will be stronger than one of the same size that is light

in weight like any other plant material. Wood tends to shrink as it dries and
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to swell as it take on moisture. Wood shrinks and swells almost twice as much

in width if it is flat grained as it does if it is quarter sawed on edge grained.

Bending strength is the ability of hunber to be bent without breaking.. A

small increase in the height of the beam aids bending strength far more than

does a similar increase in width. For example, an Increase of one inch in the,
height of a 10 inch beam will increase its heading strength by 21 percent,

whereas a similar increase in width w:ill add only about 10 percent to the

bending strength.

Stiffness is the quality that resists bending under loads. This is

pat1icularlyimportant in house construction in selecting the correct kind and

size of floor joists and standing. Height and length have great effect on

stiffhess.All wood gain stiffnesswhen properly seasoned. Compressionstrength

means the ability of a piece of lumber to resist being mashed or squeezed

together by weight applied against its ends. A supportingpost is an example of

a structural member that must have good compression strength. The

compressive strength of timber along the grain depends upon the structure and

the moisture content of the timber.

Wood will last almost indefinitely if it is kept thoroughly dry_ It will

decay only when there is too much moisture present, particularly when it is in

contact with the ground. Wood decays through the growth of certain ftmgi . A

fimgus however, requires wannth, oxygen, food and moisture for survival.

Unless wood has excess moisture, fungi die for lack of the water necessary for

growth. The proper klin drying of hunber kills any fungi that exist in wood.

Wood can also be treated with certain preservatives to prevent ftmgi from

developing_
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Stmctural members of wood consist of a nonhomogeneons material with

anisotropy propcrties and a wide deb'Teeof variability. Anisotropymeans that it

should come as no surprise that dimcnsional changes that accompany variations

III temperature, moisture and mechanical loading in wood arc anisotropy. The

features of wood that bring about its variable nature and its anisotropy

properties can be explainedby envisioningthe cross- section of a tree.

The basic stmc!ural element of wood, the fiber gcnerally aligned

longitudinally to the tree. [n a material of this construction, the longitudinal

compressivc and tensile strength are expected to be high and the transverse

val~esto bc lower.

Warping is described as any variation from a true or plane surface, A

warp may be a bow crook, cup or twist. Warping causes much waste of

lumber in constructIOnand manufacturing.

Fasteners, including nails, are the weakest part of any construction. The

resistance that wood offers to the withdrawal of a nail is an important quality.

Wood should never be nailed if the moistlrre contcnt is to remain high since

nails lose much of their holdingpower as wood dries. Of course. if wood splits

as it is nailed. holding power is greatly reduced, even if the split is only a slight

one,

Durability is the property of timber to remain in sound condition for a long

time when exposed to the forccs of nature in an exposed or under ground

condition. All timbers must be durable. For this the timber should be free from

natural and artificial defects. Thc arulUa! rings should be regular and unifonn

and lustrous Thc timber should be well-seasoned _Hardness, density, specific

gravity and strength sccm to have direct influenceon the durabilityof timber.
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NATURE OF WOOD

Growth and structural characteristics of wood :

Growth characteristic: Trees grow in all shapes and sizes and their.,..
timbers look very different.jhese variations are however, more or less superficial

and the main differences between timbers lie in their density.

All trees are primarily divided into two groups according to their manner

of growth. These are :

(i) Exogenous trees or Exogenous.

(ii) Endogenous trees for Endogenous.

Exogenous trees increase in diameter by the annual formation between the

old wood & the bark of a layer of new wood which envelops the entire living

portion ofthe tree.

Endogenous tresses grow both diametrically & longitudinally. principally

the latter, by the addition of new wood fibre intermingling with the old.

Exogenous Trees: They are mainly two types.

(a) Conifers (needle leaved trees) &

(b) Broad leaved trees.

Conifers fonn a portion of important timber trees, comprising principally

the pines, fur, kail, ceder, chir & deodar. They are usually light and soft, and

hence, often caned "soft woods". Timbers from conifers is used mainly for sport

goods, furniture, interior finishing and cabinet works.

Broad leaved trces comprise many varieties of teak (segun), sal, gOljan,

shisam, sundari, Jaml, mango, mahogony, and many other species of lesser

commercial importance. They are usually heavy and hard, strong, flexible and
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capable of resisting tensile, compressive and shear stresses quite well, hence

often caned "hardwoods". Most of the timber used by engmeers in engineering

constructions is derived from deciduous trees.

Endogenous Trees :
This group is confined largely to tropical & semitropical regions like

Bangladesh, India, Bmma, etc. The main endogenous are palms, coconut, bete1-

nut, bamboo & cane, The palms, coconut, betel-nut & date trees are locally used

for making piles, battens, posts etc. and also used as fuel but have practically

no other commercial uses.
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Cross sectioll of a tree
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Annual Growth rings:

Growth rings in trees are made up of springwood and summer wood. The

portion fooned easily in the growing season is called springwood and that

which is formed later is called summer wood. Springwood has larger cell

cavities and lhilillcr walls. In some woods the change from spring wood to

summerwood may be gradual white in others it is abrupt. It depends on the kind

of wood and the growing conditions when the wood is formed,

( ,0>>>,,'<,",0 <>I • I,,~ <h,,,,,,,< ,I"
"""",<1 "",,'i> m,.', F."h 1"1,, ''''! "'1'"""",,,,,1 "",. d,,,, m,~<>,mow""",,1

Spring and summer wood:

The b'TOwthof all exogenous trees is a process of formation of new wood

fibrc between the old wood and the inner bark. Owing to th~ inability of trees

to sustain their physiological activities of indefinitely and the effect of the

altemation of seasuns in all temperate zones, the growth is intermittent, and the

zones (rings) of growth in general correspond to the annual rings. The

succeeding rings of gruwth may easily be distinb'uished from one another in

most species because of the different structure of the wood, formed rapidly in the

spring and that formed morc slowly in the summer, No wood is added during the

winter months.
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The rate of growth of trees is quite variable, not only in diITerent species,

but even for different specimens of the same species . This means that the

!,'Towthrings are of variable thickness,

Sapwood & Heartwood:

The living element of the tree are called "sapwood" & the dead element

of the tree are called heartwood.

All yOlmgtrees show a higher percentage of sapwood than old trees of the

same specIes. The proportion of sapwood in general varies from 20 to 60

percent of the total contents of wood.

The distmetion in colour between sapwood & heartwood, which is the

characteristic of most woods, is due to the darkening of the deadwood by the

presence of infiltrated pigments, gums, resins, tannins, latex etc, Sapwood is

rich in plant food material such as sugars, starch & albumen, which is 111 a
,

putresclble fonn & sets up decay in wood by the process of fennentatioll.

Sapwood contains proportionately higher percentage of moisture than

heartwood and this has an effect in reducing its strength & durability.

Generally hcartwood is darker in colour, has more compact annual rings,

is denser aJIdmore close grained in texture thaJ1sapwood.

The cells of heartwood have stronger ecll walls & contain substances like

tannins, rcsins, gums & latex which arc poisonous to fungus & other which are

poisonous to fungus and other insects, These materials impart natural immunity

and durability of heartwood. Heartwood is heavier and less pcnneable to

moisture than sapwood, In general, the heartwood is more highly valued than the
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sapwood of the same variety _This is because the heartwood oHers greater

resistancc to decay than the sapwood,

Living sapwood cells consists of enclosed cell wall and a cavity filled

with protoplasm, Protoplasm is a liquid which is the physical basis of lifc. It is

the living substance of all plallt alld animal cclls,

Heartwood cell do not contain protoplasm, therefore they do not

contribute to the growth of the tree, Most ofthe cells are aITallgcd in a vcrtical

fashion, which gives wood its straight grain

Sapwood are to help conduct sap and to store food for trees growth,

Hcartwood is made up of inactive cells that havc already perfonned their

functions for sap conduction and other life processes of the trce. There is no

great difference in weight and strength between heartwood and sapwood when

both are dry.
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Structural Characteristics of wood :

Wood may be considered to be made up of two chief structural elements,

cells and vessels. The elemental cells are tec1mieally subdivided as tracheids,

~ wood fibres, medullary rays and parenchyma, Although there is considerable

difference in fonn and functions between these various sub-divisions, such

distinctions are beyond the scope of this discussion and all these elements will be

here referred to simply as cells. In cross-section these cells are roughly polygonal

and most commonly appear to be rectangular with rounded comers. The cells are

fanned of organic tissues with a cavity and a nucleus in it. The nucleus forms the

living part of cell and constitutes what is termed as protoplasm.

In most timber, a very large proportion of these cells will be fanned with

the longitudlal axes approximately parallel to the trunk of the tree, These are

termed as vertical cells or fibre cells. These vertical cells are crossed in a radial

direction by a different class of cells called radial cells or medullary rays,

extending from the centre of the bunk to the outside. The medullary rays

maintain conuuunication between the interior and the outside in transmission and

storage of food and other materials. There are other types of cells also which act

as storagcs for gums and resins. In a combination they act as inter-cellular canals

and ducts in which these substances are deposited. They nUl both vertically and

radially.

Cell walls consist essentially of cellulose in the form of fibrils which are

long spiral strands; some lignin is also present. The walls are anisotropic but are

cemented together by a layer of isotropic substance, essentially lignin, called the

middle lamina.
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From the engineering point of view, however all woods may be considered

as bundles of parallel tubes, rather like bundles of drinking straws. Since the

tubes are made of substantially the same materials the large range of density is

___ caused by the V$US thickness of the cell walls.

Stmctural members of wood consist of a non homogeneous material with

anisotropic properties and a wide degrec ofvariablity. The features of wood that

bring about its variable nature and its anisotropic properties can be explained by

envisioning the cross section of a tree. Starting at the center, the tree grows

outward, adding a growth-ring each year. The growthring is usually component

of two types of cells, spring wood fanned in period of fast growth and swmner

wood fanned during the period of slow growth,

The water in the cell wells is known as hygroscopic water ./Wood can

absorb and retain within itself a certain amOlUltof this type of moisture and can

actually pick it up from the s~.lurrounding ahnosphere. Therefore, the amount of

water within the cells, even of seasoned wood, depends on the relative humidity

of the area to which the piece is exposed. COle amount of water also depends

to some extent on whether the wood is sapwood or heartwood, At the same

humidity, sapwood usually has a higher moisture content than does heartwood,

Since free water dries out firsl, shrinkage does not begin until the fiber

saturation point is reached, Tills point varies from about 23 to 30 percent

moisture content. When a piece of wood is exposed to air, eVaporation takes

placc and continues until there is a balance between the water in the wood and

the moisture in the air. After the fiber saturation point has been reached, the

cell walls begin to give up their moisture,
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Chemical comnosition of wood :

Wood is an extremely heterogeneous material and it is not surprising that

its chcmlcal composition anatomy and physical properties vary within wide

limits. Within cach tree, the roots, stem and branches may differ in chemical

composition and in the stemwood there are variations with the height above the

grolUld and with the distance from the pith.

The chemical composition of the wall is not the same for the tracheids

and the ray cells in the softwoods and tlIis also applies to the fibers, vessels and

ray cells in the hardwoods. The middle lamella, the primary wall and tile

secondary wall do not have the same composition.

Wood is a composite material consisting of three major polymers namely

cellulosc, hemicellulose and lignin,

An average hardwood consists of 45 percent cellulose, 25 percent

hemicellulose and 23 percent lignin plus some 7 percent of other materials.

On the other hand, the average softwood contains about 42 percent

cellulose, 25 percent hemiceilulose, 30 percent lignin and about 3 percent other

materials

SO~OOd-,----- -, ----,
Cellulose hemicellulose lignin
(4~%) (25%) (38"10)

Wood,

Hard jwood, ---,----,
CeUulose hemicellulose lignin

(45%) (25%) (23%)
Cellulose:

Cellulose is the most abundant organic chemical on earth It is estimated

that about 50 billion tonnes of cellulose are produced every year in nature,

Wherever II occurs, celluiose is present in a fibrillar fonn.
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Cellulose is a 1,4-linked glucan consisting of B - D glucopyranose

residues in the chair confornmtion, linked together by glycosidic bonds between

C - 1 in one lmit & C - 4 in the next to [ann long, linear chains. Every glucose

residue is turned over 1800 with resepect to ists neighb~rs.

The cellulose present in the secondary wall of wood cells has a degree of

of polymerization of 10,000. There are indications that this cellulose IS

monodispcrseS, that is it consists of chair molecules of the same Size,

,'H"m f H OH U{UH j H """I--" ,Ii H 'J '
" -" 'H" • H ~,) - )H ,',

H'~'(~~' /~"_"_~:)j~,,UH" ~"~~,, H""'~~",,;l
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. \,'" "o~ ~o\ ,
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"" '" <I" 'ill

~
Fig, .1-

All cellulose fibers are partly crystal1ine to the extent of 50 - 60% 1nwood.

Cellulose can occur in two major & two minor crystallographic fOlIDS as shown

in the fib'llrc.:[

(I) In cellulose 1, the modification in which cellulose is found

throughout nature, the chains are all oriented in the same direction (Parallel).

They are bound together by strong hydrogen bonds in one of the two transverse

directions but by only weak forces in the second. In addition, there are

hydrogen hands between adjacent glucose residues within each chain,
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Crystalline, native cellulose has a rigid structure, which is both a chain lattice &,
a layer lattice impermeable to water.

(2) Cellulose is fanned when the lattice of cellulose 1 is destroyed

either by swelling with strong alkali or by dissolution. It is thermodynamically

more stable of the two modifications. In cellulose the chains are antiparallel &

there are hydrogen bonds between the chains not only within each layer but

also bchveen the layers.

Hemicclluloses :

The hemicelluloses are linear polysaccharides of modemte size that are

invariably associated with cellulose & lignin in plant cell walls. Peelin is a

large, acidic & branched polysaccharide with 1,4 -linked a, - D galaeturonic

acid residue as a major constituent. In wood, it is present only in the primary

wall.

Some of the hemicelluloses can be isolated directly from wood by

extraction with aqueous alkali, while others require prillr removal of the lignin.

The predominant hemicellulose in hardwood is an acidic xylan. The xylan

content can reach 35%, but in most species 25:!: 5 %, l'Jardwood xylans

consist of a main chain 1 - 4 linked 13- D xylopyr an residues some of which

caITYa singlc lenninal 0 - methyl - a, - D - glucuronic acid unit attached to '

These side chains are distributed at random also the xylan backbone _Most

hardwood species have on average one side chain per ten xylose residues.

Hardwood xylans have a DP of 200 and are amorphous in their native state,

although they can be induced to crystallize after the acetyl and some of the acid
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side chains have been removed. There strong evidence that the xylan chains

have orientation parallel to the chains of cellulose.

Lignin:

Lignin is a three-dimensional polymer composed of phenylpropane units

that encrusts the intercellular space and the cell wall after the polysaccharides,
have been fomled. Its function in wood is to cement the cells together and to

impal1 strcngtll to their walL Lignin is best isolated by extraction with organic

solvents of finely ground wood, preferably after pretreatment with

polysacchande- degrading enzymes. Almost all softwoods contain a guiacyl

lignin wilh only one methoxyl group while hardwoods have a guiacyllignin

with one or two methoxyl groups.
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The molecular weight ofiib'llin indetenninate. Lignosulfonates obtained in

sulfite pulping process can have a molecular weight of 10° or higher. While

cellulose imparts teIb;if;trength to wood, lignin is partly responsible for

compressive srtength. It also offers a certain protection against microbial attack.

Lignin, the "wood glue" that holds the other materials together, can be

converted into vanillin or into a chemical material used in foundry molds. It can

be made into tanning agents for leather, or used for many other purposes.

SEASONING

The amount of moisture in h.unber is an important factor in its usability.

Because of the change is size of wood cells, ltunber shrinks as it dries and

swells as moisture is added. If lumber holds too much moisture (over 20%)

over an cxtended period of time, a fungus may develop which will cause the

wood to deteriorate,

Moisture in green wood exists in two conditions, as free water in the

cell cavilles, and as water absorbed in the cell walls, When all of the free water

is removed and the wood contains just enough water to saturate, and the cell ~

walls, it is said to be at fiber saturation point. The removal of free water has

little effcct upon the properties of wood except to reduce its weight. However,

as ~tjr in the cell walls evaporates, the walls contract and wood begins to

shrink, Free watcr removed first. Therefore,shrinkage does not really begin until

the fiber saturation point has been reached. At the fiber saturation point, wood

has approx1mately 23 to 30 percent moisture content.

I. Natural or Air seasoning: Tins process of seasoning is also known

as air drying. The natural seasoning is done by a long outdoor exposure of

timber to the action of the air. The timbers are stacked in a dry elevated

platform which is covered by a temporary shed to protect limbers from the
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action of rain. Sometimes,permanent shed is also erected for the same. Timber

is generally turned frequently to ensure equal drying all round, because

irregulardrying causes splits and cracks. This is a very slow process and the time

required varies from2 to 3 years to remove the moistureby evaporation to the

desired extenl. This method IS conunonlyemployedall over Bangladesh.

2. Artificial Seasoning: The drying of timber by exposure for a limited

period to high temperatures in a closed chamber or by applying chemicals,

steam and smoke is termed as artificial seasoning. The followingare the various

methods of artificial seasoning,

(a) Kiln Seasoning: Two types of kilns are available for artificial

seasoning: (i) compartmentkiln in which the conditions of temperature and

humidity are changed as the drying progress, the timber being stacked in the

compartment; and (ii) progressive kiln in which a low temperature with high

humidity condition is maintained at the entering end of the kiln and a high

temperature with low hmnidity condition at exit end, timber being moved

periodically through the kiln. Both types of kiln may have either natural or

forced air circulation. The advantages of forced circulation of air are accurate

control of humidityand faster dryingwithout any danger to the timber.

111kiln seasoning, temperatures70 to 82° C (158 to 180 FQ
) are usually

employed. Soft woods generally require 4 to 6 days for 1 to 2 inch planks

(boards). Hard woods (first air seasoned for 3 to 6 months to allow the first

shrinkage take place more gradually and are then exposed to above

temperatures in the kiln) require 6 to 12 days for 1 to 21/2 inch boards. This

method is used in Bangladesh.

(a) Chemical Seasoning: This is also known as salt seasoning. In this

method, timber is first soaked in an aqueous solutionof a suitable chemical salt
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(usually, solution of urea) before it is passed through the process of kiln

seasoning. The vapor pressure of the salt solution is less and therefore, the

interior moisture of the timber is drav,ll out. th~ drying_of intenor moisture of

the timber is drav.n out. The dryingof timber from the center to the surface

is at a umJonn rate. The drying process is also accelerated. The most

commonlyused chemicalis urea. It is a very good dehydrating agent and does

not cause any hann to the seasoned timber. TIlls method is not generallyused

mour cOlmtry.

(c) Electrical Seasoning In this process, high frequency alternating

currents are passed through timber in a closed chamber and the resistance

caused by the passage of the currents produces heat which dries the timber.

Electrical seasoning is generallypreceded by air drying.

This is a quick process of seasoning but is not used in this country.

(b) Steaming: In this process, steam is passed through the stacked

timber in a closed chamber and thereafter timber is dried gradually in natural

air, The steam is usuallypassed for 4 to 6 hours.

This is a quick method but it reduces the plasticity and strength of

timber. This method is used in ccrtain parts of this COlUltry.

(e) Boiling: In this process, the timber is inunersed in boilingwater for

alJcM:ionneriod of time, Thereafter, the timber is dried slowly by natura! air.

-This is ~J10a quick process but it also reduces elasticity and strength of timber.

11lismJt~od is very rarely used in Bangladesh,

(~Jsmoke Seasoning: This is a very old practice of drying timber in

smoke hj~atover a fire of straw, sawdust and wood savings. This method is

claimed to bc efficient to make timbermore durable and resistant to decaying
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STEP I

agents. Heat is gradually applied to prevent splitting and warping. This method

is very frequently used in Bmlgladesh in boat-making industries.

(3) Water Seasoning: In this process, timber and logs are immersed

and allowed to remain in water for a couple of days, wherefore they are dried

by"iHnatural air. In this process, the sap is dilated and is partly removed. This

reduces the possibilities of decay and increases the durability of timber. Water

seasoned timber also dries more quickly. This process of seasoning is good for

timber containing a lot of sap, but it reduces the strengthof timber to some

extent. This method is commonly used all over Bangladesh .
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Uses of Timber:

The followingare the various uses of timber :

1, PemJanent structural works: Timbers used in permanent structural

works are mainly of two types: (a) Light structural members and (b) Heavy

stmctural members.

(a) Light stmcturaI members: Beams, post, roof trusses, floor boards,
r

door and window fame's, and battens, railway sleepers, bridge floorings,

electric poles, fencing poles, poles for transmissionlines, gates, ratings, etc.

(b) I'Lcavystructural members: Piles, bridge piers, jetty - foundation

and superstm'Cture, wood stoves, stairs, etc. (

2. Furniture works: Chair, tables, almirah, sofa-set, dressing tables, cup

boards, cots, beds, etc.

3. Transportation works: For making country boats, lalUlches)"'speed

boats, ship, body frames of railway coaches, omnibuses and air crafts; body

.. fcuns of railway coaches, OlmIibusesand air crafts, For making jetties and

landing platforms.Also used formakingcart-wheels.

4, Temporary works during constmction Scaffolding and general

.1/" centeringworks of all types in R.C.C constructionworks. For providing shoring

and struttmg to support the sides of soft soil excavation. Timber is used for

making packing boxes and pattern makmgin foundly castings.

5. Commercial uses: Timber is used for manufacturing sport-goods,

lays, and for making veneers which are used in manufacturingplywood, batten

boards, laminated boards etc. and reconstructed wooden boards like insulating

boards, hardboard, fibre boards, particle boards, linoleum,etc.

6. Industrial uses: Wood is used for the manufacture of matches , paper,

newsprint, card boards, well-papers, artificial synthetic fibber, roofing

felt, preservative,etc.
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Chapter - III

INTRODUCTION

While wood is a very old material that has been used from the time

man has been an this earth, only in recent years has it developed into

material with thousands of uses. This is particularly, true of the many man

made wood products now utilized in furniture and building construction.

Also wood remains the favorite building material for homes furniture, ' ,
boats, musical instruments, sports equipment and thousands of other items.

But to select wood wisely, one must know its thermal and electrical

property. Some woods which are strong and of good enough quality for the

exposed part of furniture lack necessary hardness. Some woods should

llave minimum tendency toward wharpage, excessive shrinking and

swelling. The electrical properties of wood is of particular interest because

these properties undergo drastic changes depending on the water content.

Smce wood consist of small crystaline regions called wood fibers which

are dispersed in lignin that serves as amorphous materials. Wood is very

much hygroscopic.

The electrical properties of two kinds of wood namely, Gorjan and

Segun were measured as affected by moisture and salt content. The

dielectric constant of a material is a measure of the electric energy it will

absorb form an electric field and store internally as polarization. This is of

practical importance because, while wood are used as electrical switch

boards, there are often short circuits due to absorption of saline water from

the walls specially, in the rainy season.

The electrical properties of wood are complex because of its

complex hygroscope structure. Wood consist of small crystal--like regions
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dispersed in a matrix of amorphous material. IS hygroscopic, So wood

contains mOisture in proportion to the humidity of its environment. The

electrical properties considered here is dielectric constant.

Procedure :-

In preparing the good quantity of research samples wood was cut

into thin pieces, The broad farces of the specimen samples were polished

by sand paper. Two types of wood, namely. Garjon and Teak (Segun) were

used for the research work. The diameter and thickness of specimen

samples of the wood samples were nearly the same as shown below:

Sample Diameter Thickness cm

Gorjan 2.6 em (approx) 0.9 cm(approx)

Segun 2,7 cm (approx) 0.82 em (approx)

Process I

Six samples of Gorjan and six samples of Segun (the diameter and

thickness of the samples were nearly the same) were studied. The weight

of each of these samples were measured prior to soaking and then soaked

in distilled water for 48 hours. The soaked samples were again polished

by sand paper Later on, those were dried in an oven at a temperature of

122°C. After one hour, one sample of Gorjan and one sample of Segun

were taken out. Then, their weight were measured and the moisture

content and dielectric constant were determined. After two hours, again

the weight of another sample of Gorjan and another sample of Segun were

taken, weighed and their moisture content and dielectric constant were

determined. Similar measurements were carried out at the end of every

hour upto 6 hours, for the remaining Gorjan and Scgun samples.
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Process II

For the study of the effects of NaCI treatment on the water

absorption and dielectric constants of wood six samples of Gorjan wood

and six samples of Segun (nearly of same thickness and diameter) were

taken and weighed. These samples were then soaked in 0.1% NaCI

solution for 48 hours. After soaking, those samples were polished by sand

paper and their actual thickness were measured. Samples were tl1en dried

in an oven at a temp of 122°c. After one hour two samples (one of Gorjan

and one of Segun) were weighed and determined the maisutre content (by

difference of weight) and dlCleetrie constant of those samples with the help

of a Wein-bridge aparatus. Similarly, moisture content and dielectric

constant were determined for every hour of drying upto six hours for the

remaining Gorjan and Segun samples.

Process III

In order to study the effect of higher concentration of NaCI on the

same dimensions the samples were soaked in 0.3%, 0.5%, 0.7%, 0.9%,

1.0% and 1.5% NaCI Solution for 4X hours By similar measurements as

before, the moisture eoatent and dielectric properties of those samples

(being soaked III NaCI solution of different concentratIOn) were

delermined.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURTNG
DIELECTR1C CONSTANT:

The u~uallllethods of measuring the dielectric constaint are bascd on

a cOlllparislll of the capacity c" ofa capacitor filled with the substance and

the capacity c' of the empty capacitor the ratio c"/c'= E' the dielectric

constant. The dl:tcrmination of the value of the capacitance may in

principle be accomplished by using a Weill-Bridge oscillator of type B 224

at roOITItemperature (Fig. 1.1)
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The Instrument comprises a transformer ratio-arID bridge fed form a

1592Hz oscillator, a logarithmic detector and a null indicating meter.

A standard voltage derived from a Wien Bridge oscillator is applied

simultaneously to the component under test and the internal standards via

the Decade switches, The resulting current are summed in the current

transformer and the difference is fed to the logarithmic detector and hence

to the nul indicating meter. By adjustment of the voltage applied to the

standards, the balance between the standard and unknown channels is

made exact, and the detecto'r output falls to a minimum, At this point the

standard and unknown bear a numerical ratio as indicated by the

significant figures read from the Decade Controls, and the Range switch

units.

THE BRIDGE NUCLEUS (Normal Measurements - Ranges 4-10)

Referring to Fig l.I, the voltage transfonner TI has windings of

I 10,100 and 1000 turns, the tapping of which are selected to produce an

voltage Eu, This voltage, the value of which is determined by the turns

selected, is applied to one side of the unknown, Yu, and causes a current Iu

to flow through Y" to one of four windings of 1, 10, 1000 and 1000 turns

on the current transfonner T2. The required winding on each transformer is

selected bv means of the Range switch SG_

A voltage E, is obtained fr01l1one of three windings on the voltage

transformer TI and applied to the standards YS1 and Y 52, via the C and G

polarity switching. There are in fact eight standards, four for conductance

and four for capacitance; for clarity, only two of these, Yj and Y2, are
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shown, This causes currents lsi and [S2 to flow in the Decade windings on

the current transformer T2. Two of these windings are of 100 tuns, but

reversed in sense. By sleeting the appropriate winding, positive or negative

capacitance or conductance can be measured independently. The third

winding is of ten turns, and of correct sense for the measurement of

positive values only. When this latter winding is selected, the voltage

applied to the standards is reduced to one tenth of the normal value. This

increases the ration En to Esby a factor of term C or G, as required.

A windmg on the current transfonner T2 has 11 turns, tapped every

tum, this is the decade winding to which the currents lsi and 1S2 are fed. In

the main circuit diagram (Fig. 1.I) the capacitance standards are C5 and

C7 trimmed by C6 for the first decade, C9 trimmed by C8 for the second

decade, Cll trimmed by CI0 for the third decade, and C4 for the fourth
V'Jt"nILV

decade or v-eilire. The conductance standards are R17 trimmed by R18 for

the fITStdecade, R15 for the second decade, R13 for the third decade and

R9 for the fourth decade or vernier.

Initial capacitance trimming is effected by the potentiometer R6,

This is connected from - 100 turns, to +100 turns, on T1 Current is fed

from the wiper ofR6, via CI, to + 10 turns on T2. -Conductance is trimmed

hy the potentiometer R4. This is connected in parallel with R6. Current is

fed from the wiper ofR4 via R5 + 10 turns on n.

2.3 EXTERNAL STANDARDS.

Connection of external standards is facilitated by the use of two

panel mounted BNC sockets, engraved EXTERNAL STANDARDS. One

of these, engraved 'E' is wired to the - 100 turn tap on the standards
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winding of the voltage transformer T2. The use of these sockets IS

described in the Operating Instructions

2.4 EXTERNAL SOURCEAND DETECTOR

Inserting a jack into the EXTERNAL SOURCE socket JKI connects

the external source to the primary of the voltage transformer II, at the

same time disconnecting both the output from, and the supply to, the Wien

Bridge Oscillator.

A specially prepared dielectric testing Jig was used to hold the

samples wood. The resistance of the Jig was in the order of nearly

IOlOn.The diameter of the electrode of the Jig was made J.2cm. The

experimental set up is shown in fig. (1.2).

The bridge was first balanced to reduce the capacitance and

conductancc present in the circuit (without mounting specimen in the

dielectric Jig). It was noted that the indicator was moving with any type of

movemcnt due to the stray capacitance of the environment. It was

overcome by grounding the body of the Jig. The specimen was then

inserted in between the electrodes (fig 1.2). The capacitance (C) and the

conductance (G) were directly noted as a function of frequency by taking

the indicator at the null point.
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GEARFIBRE ------- MICROMETER

- MOVABLE JIG ELECTRODE

-_.- SPECIMEN
- --'- FIXED JIG ELECTRODE

FIGURE 1,1: DIELECTRIC JIG FOR MEASURING DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE AND THEORY.

Theory :
If a given electrical voltage is impressed across a condenser in which

the electrodes are separated by a vacuum, a certain electrical charge, Qo,

accumulates on the condenser. When the condenser is filled with substance

such as wood or cellulose, some alignment of polar molecules in wood or

cellulose takes place and more charges are stored in the condenser. If Qw

is the charge held by a similar condenser that is filled with a dielectric

substance, Qw depends upon the properties of the dielectric substance and

the ratio (Q"'/Qo) is known as the dielectric constant of the materia!.

The element, constructed simply of two parallel conducting plates

separated by an insulating material is called a capacitor. Expressed as an

equation, the capacitance is determined by

Qc~- .... ...(1)
V

Where, Q=Charge,

V=Potential Difference.

It a potential difference of V volts is applied across the two plates

separated by a distance of d, the electric field strength between the plate is

detennined by,
V

-d- volts I meter. (2)

Many values of capacitance can be obtained for the same set of

parallel plates by the addition of certain insulating materials between the

plates.
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In fig. (a) : an insulating materia! has been placed between a set of parallel

plates having a potential difference of v volts across them.

Since the material is an insulator the electrons within the insulator

are unable to leave the parent atom and travel to the positive plate. The

positive components (protons) and negative components (electrons) of

each atom do shift however (as shown in fig. (a) to form dipoles.

When all the atoms of the insulating material become dipoles and

align themselves as shown is fig. (a), the material is polarized. The layer

of positive charge on one surface and the negative charge on the other are

not neutralized, however, resultmg in the establishment of an electric field

within the insulator [fig (b)]. The net electric field between the plates

[Erc,ul'",,! =E.u - EdidJ would therefore, be reduced due to the insertion of

the dielectric,

The purpose of the dielectric, therefore, is to create an electric field

to oppose the electric field set up by free charges on the parallel plates.

In either case with or without the dielectric if the potential across the

plates is kept constant and the distance between the plates is fixed, the net

c1ectric field within the plates must remain the same, as
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determined by the equation E=
v
d

For different dielectric materials between the same two parallel

plates different amuunts of charge will be deposited Oll the plates. I3ut

\I/=Q, so the dielectric is also determining the number to flux lines Ijl,

between the two plates and consequently the flux density

.. (3) where A is a fixed.

The ration of the flux density to the electric field intensity in the

dielectric is called the permittivity of the dielectric

DIE farads I meter _ ........ (4)

For a vacuum, the value of EO (denoted by to) IS 8, 85x 10-12 F1m, The

ratio of the permittivity of any dielectric to that of a vacuum is called the

relative permittivity or dielectric constant, E',

Now from eqation

. E - E'o. - EO , ..... ,- .. (5) .

D IV fA
E ~ ----

E VI d

Q/A
E ~ --

V/d

r Plllting the 'value ofeqn (5) and (2) 1

Qd
m E~

VA

Cd 3-JE ~ -- [ C~A V

EA A
0', C~ = e'Eo , ..,., .. , .. (6)

d d
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Where, A is the area in square meters of the plates,

d " " distance betwcen the plates.

E'" " dielectric constant

EA
Now, C.- . (7)

d

Now, the ratio,

C EA Id E_.
0; e'

Co EnA/ d EO

c
........... (8)

Dielectric COil stant =
Capacitance with wood.

Capacitance without wood.

The relationship between e' .and the capacitances provides a method for

finding (he value of dielectric constant for various dielectrics.
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RESULTS

The dielectric constant of Gorjan and Segun were determined under

six dilTerellt moisture conditions, covering the range 9% to J 6% at room

temperature (30°c). The results of these samples arc shown in Table.I. The

mOisture content of wood was determined by weighing a sample before

and after oven drying. The same procedure was applied to induce salinity

in the wood samples, where Nae) solutions of different strengths were

Llsed, The results of these samples as shown in table g. The value of

dielectric constant of these samples soaked in Nacl solution were found to

be higher than the general value of dielectric constant of wood not soaked

in saline solution.

The results arc presented in Table (1) to Table (4). In general, the

dielectric constant was found to increase with increasing moisture

content. The dielectric constant of wood under salinity also increased with

increasing the saline concentration.

The rcsults are graphically represented in fig (1) to fig (4)

Fig (1) and fig (2) shows that dielectric constant mcrcases with

increasing moisture content above salinity.

fig (3) shows that for two differcnt lypes of wood, namely, Gorjan and

Segun woods dielectric constant varies with moisture content.

Pig (4) shows that the dielectric constant of two types wood Segun &

Gorjan increases with increasing salt concentration.



Table~1

A. Gorjan wood

(Sample Soaked in distilled water for 48 hours.)

Time After After After After After After
1 2 3 4 5 6

hour hours hours hours hours hours
Percentage

of moisture ]4.01 13.15 12,20 ]1.01 10.20 9.01
content

Dielectric 2.32 2.14 1.94 1.75 1.55 13

constant

Tal:le-2

B. Segun wood

(Sample soaked in dIstilled water for 48 hours)

Time After After After After After After
1 2 3 4 5 6

hour hours hours hours hours hours
Percentage

of moisture J 5,50 ]4.10 12.90 ] 2.00 10,50 9.6
content

Dielectric 2.5 2.3 2 1.85 1.5 13

constant
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Tablc-3

Gorjan Wood
(Soaked In saline solution)

M.C."" Moisture content
D.e. ""Dielectric constant

Saline Time After After After After After After
1 2 3 4 5 6concen hour hours hours hours hours honrs

tralioll

0.1% M.e. 14.15 13.10 11,90 IUS 10,10 9.1
D.e. 2.35 2.2 2 1.81 1.6 1.38

0.3% M.e. 14.01 12.90 11.70 10.85 10.01 9.01

D.e. 2,42 2,25 2,05 1.86 1.65 1.4
0.5% M,e. 13,80 12.50 11.50 10.70 9.90 9,02

D,e. 2.5 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.5
0.7% M.C. 13.60 12 25 11,40 10.60 9.85 9.05

D,C. 2,54 2.35 2.15 1.95 1.75 1.55

0.9% M.C. 13.50 12.10 11.20 10.50 9.75 9,05

D.e. 26 2,42 2.2 2 1.8 1.6
1.0% M.C, 13.35 12.10 1l.15 10.50 9.80 9.10

D.e. 2.65 2,45 2.25 2.05 1.85 1.65

1.5% M.e. 12.90 12.25 11.50 10.90 10. I0 9.15

D.C. 2.8 2.71 2.55 2.4 2,14 1.85
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Table-4

Segun Wood
(Soaked in saline solution)

Saline Time After After After After After After
1 2 3 4 5 6

coneen hour hours hours hours hours hours
tration

0.1% M.e. 15.70 14.01 13.20 12.25 11.01 9.8
D.e. 2.58 2.36 2.2 2 U7 1.5

03% M.e. 15.50 14.25 13.25 12.20 1UO 9.7
D.C. 2,61 2.45 2.25 2.05 1.85 1.52

0.5% M.e. 15.25 14.25 12.90 IU5 10,80 9.6
D.e. 2.66 2,52 2.26 2.04 1.85 1.57

0.7% M.C. 15,01 14.20 12.90 12.00 10.85 9.8
D.C. 2.7 2.57 23 2.15 1.91 1.66

0.9% M.e. 14.75 13.80 12.80 11.85 10.70 9.6
D.e. 2.74 2.59 2.4 2.2 1.94 1.71

1.0% M.e. 14,75 13.50 12.60 11 .50 10.50 9.50

D.C. 2.8 2.6 2.43 22 2 1.75

1,5% Me. 14,50 13.25 12.60 11.80 10.50 9.5
D,C, 3 2.82 2.62 2.4 2.17 1.91
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DISCUSSION

Wood is affected by the moisture vapour which is always present in

the air. Air at any given temperature can hold so much moisture and the

relative humidity on a wet day can be as such as 100 percent. All timbers

tend to come to an equilibrium with the relative humidity of the

surrounding air. Indoor or in dry weather, the relative humidity decreases.

although it seldom falls much below 30 percent even in hot dry climate,

Thc moisture threfore, has important effect on the wood

So, wood sample taken from oven is carefully and qUickly put into

glass jar, Extreme care was taken in measuring the dielectric constants,
j

With increasing moisture content of air the amount of water within

the wood matrix increases, which itself is characterized by high dielectric

values, The polar component of the cell wall and the cellulose get more

freedom of rotation at higher moisture contents and contribute to a more

pronounced dielectric constants. However, as the fiber saturation point

approaches, the importance of the polar groups of the wood does not

increase any more because their freedom of rotation gets to a maximum.

Adsorption of salts from solution by wood is very small. A slight

negative adsorption of chloride ions may take from sodium chloride, An

ionic bond is formed when one or more electrons form one atom is

transferred to the other and the resulting positive and negative ions attract

each other. An example is NaCI where the bond exists between Na+ and

and Cl - ions and not between Na and Cl atoms.

When wood is treated with NaCl solution salts enter the cell walls to

give a concentration practically as great as the bulk concentration. When
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the wood is dried. water is first lost from the coarse capillary structure.

The concentration of the solute in the coarse structure thus increases.

Hence, solute diffuses into the cell walls in an effort to equalize the

concentration,

In all materials continuous random vibration of molecules are

noticed, The temperature of the material is a measure of the energies of

these vibrations, The vibrations that are induced in the interior of the

dielectric material are based on a rotation of the polar molecules under the

influence of the external electric field. When an electric field is applied the

randomly oriented dipoles align themselves in a direction~pposite to that

of the external field. In this ordered configuration the energy supplied by

the field is stored in the molecules in the form of potential energy. On

removal of the field the potential energy is converted into kinetic energy of

disordered dipoles. The total stored energy consists of the sum of potential

and kinetic energies of the rotating molecules.

The amount of energy that can be stored in the material is related to

its dielectric constant. The greater the polarization of the material, the

greater will be the dielectric construct.

With increasing moisture content, the amount of water within the

wood matrix increases which itself is characterized by high dielectric

values. On the Other hand, the polar components of the cell wall and the

cellulose get more freedom of rotation at higher moisture contents and in

tllis way also contribute to a more pronounced dielectric behavior,
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Chapter - IV

INTRODUCTION

Properties of wood which has drawn attention for investigation, of those,

thermal properties of wood is of particular interest because these properties

undergo drastics changes depending on the water content. Wood is vel)' much

hygroscopic_ Properties of wood again varies from one kind of tree to another

that serves as a source of wood The two major kinds of wood that are

extensively used as construction material in .Bangladesh are GOljan and SegJlll.

Thc present work involves the study ofthe thermal conductivity of these wood as

affected by the moisture content and salt content. This study is of practical

importance because while wood caps are used as electrical switch boards, there

are often short circuits due to absorption of saline water from the attached walls

specially III the rainy season,

The basic formula for calculating the rate ofheat flow by conduction qed

under steady-state conditions was developed by Fourier in 1822 and may be

expressed as follows,

~ (t2 - tl)
q_,= -------------~--where
Cu "

1

A is the area of the slab tmder investigation and I is its thickness, Tnother

words, the rate of heat flow by conduction through a flat slab is proportional to

the area and the temperature difference between the two smfaces, It is inversely

proportional to thc thickness. K is a factor called the co-efficient of thermal

conductivity.
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The thennal conductivity of a wood can be deteonined by Lees and

Chorltor's method. In measuring the conductivity of such a poor conductor a thin

layer of wood (slab) is used. But difficulty arises in maintaining the slab face at

Wlifonn temperature and in measuring that temperature, Lees and ChoI1on

overcome this difficulty by placing a slab of a good conductor of exactly of the

same diameter as the experimental slab on each side of the layer of poor

conductor.

But the conventional Lees method have three limitations:

(i) TIle thennal resistance of the air gap between the specimen and the

metallic disc The conductivity of air is much lower, than that of the

specimen under investigation, as a result the effect of the air gap is quite

high and C3Ill1otbe neglected as is usually done.

(ii) The conductivity of the material is measured only all a fixed

temperature dependmg on the steady state attained by the particular

experimental set-up.

(iii) The effect of moisture is not taken into account which can be

important for material like wood which can absorb quite a good amOlmt of

moisture and effect the !henna! properties.

hl the present work, a technique has been developed to account for this air

gap by using specimens of two d1f'terentthickness so as to cancel out the effect

of air gap from the simultaneous of two equations.
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DESCRIPTION OJI THE APPARATUS

A,
T,

Steel disc

heatmg coil

Steel disc

T,
wood

B

o
I

/1 '{I I II
I'

I
Pm'er
SDurce

SwilC[C

Fig, (i)

The experimental arrangement oflhe apparatus is shown in fig (i).

The stainless sleel disc A of about 10.41 em in diameter is supported by

means of strings from a large ring on a retort stand. A heating coil is placed on it.

B is a stainless steel disc having the same surface area as of A. A

thennomeler TI, is introduced into a holes drilled in the base orB.

C is am experimental specimen (wood) in the form of a thin circular slab.

There are two types of wood one is Gorjan and other is Segun. These two types

of wood have two difTerent thickness.

D is a stainless steel disc having the same surface area ofB. thermometer

'1'1is illlroduccd mlo a holes drilled in the base of D. Band 0 have same

diameter but having different thickness.

Ih!.: whole system is suspended horizontally from a stand by means of

three threads attached is to three small hooks provided symmetrically along the

circumference of A.
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PROCEDURE

In preparing the good quality of samples wood was cut into thin pieces.

The broad faces of the specimen samples were polished by sand paper. Two

these of wood, namely Gorjan and Teak (Segun) were used. Samples considered

were of two different thickness -- one of thickness 3 cm (approx.) and the other 5

em (approx.). But the diameter of these samples were same as stated below:

Sample Thickness Thickness Diameter

Gorjan 3 cm (approx.) 5 cm (approx.) IO.4I4em

(approx.)

SeglUl 3 em (approx.) 5 cm (approx.) IO.4l1cm

(approx.)

PROCESS I:

01}' samples of two types of wood namely Gorjan and Teak (Segun) were

considered. Then the thickness dl {3 cm (approx.)} and d2 {5cm (approx.)} of

the two lypes of samples were accurately determined with the help of a screw-

gauge. Weighed the disc 0 to detennine its mass and measured diameter (D' =

2r) of the sample specimen C with a scale. The experimental set np is shovm in

fig. (l).

To start with samples of Gorjan or Segtm wood state of thickness 3 cm

(approx.) were put in place. \Vhen switched on, the heat passed from power

source into A. After a linear steady stale temperature gradient is set up across the

slab the amount of heat required to maintain that gradient per unit of the time

becomes constant. When the temperature 81, 82 became steady, they were noted.

Then stopped the supply of ClUTentand removed the discs A and D. With the disc
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C still on top of 0. the disc j) was heated by the heating source wIder it till its

temperature was about 10° C above the steady temperature 82. Then, heating

source was removed and allowed C to cool. By keeping C on it, it was ensured

that Dloses heat in the same surrounding as in the first phase of experiment when

it gained heal. The temperature was noted every five minutes until the

temperature went down by about ]00 C from 82.

A graph was drawn with the time of cooling as abscissa and the

temperature of D as ordinate A, tangent was drawn at a point at which the value

ofthe ordinate is 82 . The slope of this tangent gives the rate of cooling de/ dt at

With these results the value of conductivity at a temperature was

calculated.

By changing the applied voltage at the power source i.e the heat source

another value of conductivity at difference temperatures were obtained. Three

different voltages were considered. Thus, for thickness dl, three different values

of conductivity for Gorjan wood and three different values of conductivity for

Segun wood were obtained. Similarly, for sanlples of 5 cm (approx.) thickness

similar measurements were carried out. Thus three different conductivity K

values for Gorjan wood and three K values for Segun wood at three different

temperatures were obtained.

PROCESS II:

Three samples of Gorjan wood and three samples of Segun (the diameters

and thickness of the samples of both types of wood were nearly the same as the

process I) were studied. The weight of these samples were separately measured.
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These samples were then soaked m 1 % . NaCI Solution for 48 hours. After

soaking, those samples were polished by sand paper and weighed. The thennal

conductivity of thcsc samples at diflerent temperatures were measured by the

same procedure as followed in Process 1. Tn order to study the effects of Natl

solution on wood conductivity use 3 samples of different thickness and these

were soaked in 1 % NaeJ solution. Using these NaCI solution soaked samples

values of three different conductivity for Gorjan wood and three for Segun wood

were measured.

PROCESS III :

In order to study the effect of higher concentration of NaCl, the wood

samples of same dimensions were soaked in 1.5% and 2% NaCI solution for 48

hours. By similar measurements, three different K values, each for Gorjan and for

Segun wood were obtained.
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THEORY:
In measuring the conductivity of such a bad conductor (wood) a thin layer

(slab) of the wood material is used by placing a slab of good conductor of exactly

the same diameter as the experimental slab on each side of the layer of poor or

bad conductor, In fig, 1, let C be the disc of a poor conductor (wood) and B and

D bc the stainless steel discs one on either side of C. A is a stainless steel disc,

which consist ofa heating element from which heat passes through B to C and D.

When heat is passed through A, then B is warmed up by the heat

conducted by A. The specimen C is a thin disc and it is warmed by B. After

sometime D is warmed by C.

When the rate of flow of heat through C equals the heat lost from D by

radiation and convection then a steady state will be reached.

If, El]= temperature ofB in the steady state (for d[ thickness).

82 = temperature of 0 in the steady state (for dl thickness).

A = area of cross-section of the specimen C.

dl' = thickness of the specimen.

d = thickncss ofthe air film,

d2 = Another thickness of the specimen.

k = thermal conductivity ofthe air film.

k] = thermal conductivity of the specimen.

81= Temperature ofB in the steady state (when thickness = d2).

-82 = 1'"emperaturc ofD in the steady state (for d2 thickness).

ill = Mass of the disQ O.

S = sp. heat of the material ofO. ,
Area of cross section, A = n(D/2l sq. em.

,6'
~ -sq. cm,

4
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, """ (3)

,
D = Diameter of the specimen disc, C.

Then the quantity of heal conducted per second, tllroUgh the bad

conducting slab Cis,

Q' A(e, -e,) _ Ak,(B, -B,) --------(i)
d' d, a+d,-+-
k' k,

Where, IX = (~:)k,
hI the steady state, this heat Q is radiated per second from the upper disc D.

de
let, - be its rate of cooling at its temperature 82, then the heat lost (radiated)

dt
per second from Dis,de

m;- (for d] thickness) "" (2)
dt

from equation (1) and equation (2), we get,

dB klA (81 - 82)
m;-.-----

dt a + d]
for another thickness we get,
dS' k]A(O']-8'2)

m;- • ----", (4)
dt a+d2

Let,x=81-82 and y=8'1-8'2

Now dividing eqaton (3) by (4), then we get,

dO
clt x a+d2_._,
dEl' y a+dl

dt

y l( :~J/ (::l a + dl + (d2 - d1)

X a+d]

, a+ d1 d2 - dj

Ot, +
a+d] a'l.dl
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y
0', -, [(d8J/(de)\I~ 1+ d,-d,

dt. dt 0 a+d]

1.{(d8)/(d8')}_1
x cit dt

1
a+d,

de
J {Y dt -I} -----(5)

d1-d[ x'dEl'
d<

Now substituting this value in equation (i) it becomes,

illS d8",kAx. I [I{(dEl)/d8'}_lJ
dt 1 d2-dj x dt dt

y dEl dEl' . dB rosor k1x[-{(-)I-} -1] = (d2 - dJ).-,-
xdtdt dtA

or k [{dB fdEl')_xl=(d -d )"ms dEl
lYdtdt llAdt

or k[y{d8jd8'}_xJ",1225.8xOJ16x(d _d).dB
l dt dt 85.1775' L dt

or k[y(d8/d8'}_xJ=L6693(d _dIdO
'dtd! "dt

or k, = [L6693(d, -dl) dEll/[ee; -6; ){d8 /d8'}_(El,_82)]dt dt dt

[ :, y=8',-S;,x=8,-811

Where, kj is the thermal ,Conductivity of the specimen. and its unit is

cal cm-1 Sec.] Oc-I
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RESULTS

The Value of thermal conductivity of GOljan and Segun wood were

determined under different temperatures. The results are presented in Table I

and 2 and these value are graphically plotted in fig (1) & (2)

Table - 1 (Gorjan wood)

Me"" Thermal

Sample Temperature Conductivity

Gorjan wood " cal em-l.sec.1 °c.1

82.5 0.000512

Dry 93 .000527

Sample 104.5 .000535

89.5 .000610

Soaked in 1% 102 .00062

Nacl solution 112.5 0.00063

96.5 0.00068

Soaked in 1.5% 103 .000693

Nacl solution 115.5 0.000704

103 0.00077
,,

Soaked in'1% 109.5 0.00078

Nacl solution lIS 0.00079
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Table ~2 (Segun wood)

Sample Me"" Thermal

Segun Temperature Conductivity

", cal cm.l.sec.] °c-I

90.5 0.00056

Dry 101.5 .000574

Sample 113 .00058

96.5 0.000648

Soaked in 1% 107 0,00066

Nacl solution 117.5 .000676

101.5 0,000706

Soaked in 1.5% 113 0.000718

NacJ solution 124.5 0.000734

108 0,000795
c

Soaked in 1% 117.5 .000805

Nacl solution 126 0.00081

These result shows that thennal conductivity increases with increasing

temperature.
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The value of thennal conductivity for these samples soaked in Nacl solution

were found to be that the thermal conductivity increases with increasing

saline concentration .The results are presented in Table (3) and Table (4) and

graphically plotted in fig (3) and (4)

Table - 3 (Gorjan Wood)

Saline Thermal conductivity at different temperatures

Concentration cal cm-I sec _I °c.1

1% .00060 .000606 .00061 ,000615 .00062 .00063

1.5% .00069 .000703 ,000705 .00068 ,000693 .000704

2% 0,00075 ,00076 .00077 .000775 ,00078 .00079

Table. 4 (Segun Wood)

Saline TIlennal conductivity at different temperatures

Concentration cal cm-I sec _I °c.1

1% .000628 .000645 .000652 .000648 .00066 .000676

1.5% ,000707 .000716 ,00072 .000706 ,000718 .000734

2% .00077 .000786 .000795 ,000797 .00085 .00081

Thennal conductivity increases with increasing saline concentration.
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DISCUSSION

Wood is a composite material. It is composed of cells. When wood

contains just enough water to saturate the cell walls it is said to be at fiber

saluration point. The water in the cell walls IS known as hygroscopic water.

Wood can absorb and retain within itself a certain amount of this type of

moisture and call actually pick it up from the surrounding atmosphere. Therefore,

the amount of water within the cells, even of seasoned wood, depends on the

relative humidity of the area to which the piece is exposed. The amOlmt ofwaler

also depends to some extent on whether the wood is sapwood or heartwood.

When a piece of wood is exposed to air, evaporation lakes place and continues

until there is a balance between the water in the wood and the moisture in the air.

Cell walls consist essentially of cellulose in the fonn of fibrils which are long

spiral strands. Some lignin is also present. Obviously, the cellulose itself is a

good insulator and the conductivity of wood depends on the moisture content.

The thermal conductivity of water is 0 00136 cal cm-] °c sec-I which is

more than ten times the K value of most of the insulating materials for

temperature below 100°C. If moisture is present in insulation one would expect

the thennal conductivity, K value to be b'Teater than that of the dry material.

Moisture may be added by absorption of water vapour in the insulating material.

Then the amount of water present depends upon the relative humidity and the

temperature of the ambient air. The eftect of mOisture content on the K value is

very difficult to determine accurately, because in making a thet1llal conductivity

test a temperature difference between the two sides of the sample is maintained

and moisture always tends to mib'Tatcfrom the wat1llcr to the colder side. This

difficulty leads to uncertain results but sufficient experimental work has been
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done to show that an increase in moisture content always means an increase in

the K value of insulators. But here, the thermal conductivity of wood was

investigatedunder salinity.

When wood is treated with concentrated salt solutions then the salts enter

the cell walls to give a concentration practically as great as the bulk

concentration. Some ions arc formed in the covalently bound matrix of the wood

when one or more electrons from one atom may transfer to the other and the

resulting positive and negative ions attract each other. An example, is Nat\,

where the bond exists between Na+ andef ions. Most of the atoms of different

elements do not have their outermost shells completely filled. i.e. they do not

have eight electrons in their outermost orbit. The electrons occupying the

outermost orbit or shell of an atom are called valence electrons. TIley determine

the chemical and electrical properties of the element. Element deficient in

valence electrons are highly active in the sense that they arc always ready to

chemically combinewith other elements. Those elements which have one or two

valence electrons are good conductors of electricity. Ionic Donds occur between

two different atoms and are due to permanent transfer of valence electrons from

one atom to another. It is a very strong bond. Such bonds are fonned between

sodiumand chlorine atoms during the formationof sodiumchloride.

The electrons in the outermost shell of an atom are called valence

electrons. They have least binding energy tllOugh their orbital energy is

maxllnum. It is these electrons which are most affected when a number of atoms

are brought very close together as during the formation of a solid. The energy

band occupied by the valence electrons is called the valence band. 11may be

either completely - filled or partially - filled with electrons but can never be

empty.
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The electrons which have left the valence band are called conduction

electrons. They practically leave the atom or are only weakly held (0 the nucleus.

TlJe band occllpied by these electrons is called the conduction band. It Illay either

he empty or pmtiaJly filled with electrons,

CutTent flow occurs in a given material when a voltage of suitable

magnitude is applied to it which causes the charge carrier within the material to

move in a desired direction. This may be due to the process i,e. electron motion

and hole transfer. Tnelectron motion, free electrons in the conduction band are

moved under the influence of the electric field set up by the applied voltage.

But insulators are those materials in which valence electrons are bound

very tightly to their parent atmos thus requiring very large electric field to remove

them from the attraction of their nuclei,

t
Large cncr!,'Ygap

Empty conduction

band.

"VN//J~V,I",,,b,,,d.
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When the electron jump from the valence band to the conductIOn band

then degrees of fi.eedom is increased and then the conductivity is also increased.

There arc morc frcc molecules m the mterstitial space of the solute or of

the wood. These relatively free molecules Clm participatc in thc conduction of

heat dtle to the increased number of degrees of freedom.

The presence of watcr molecules or salt molecule most likely alter the

strength of the ionic bond that exists in 11laterialslike wood. This may effectively

changc thc vibrational modes in the solid. In fact, there is some increase in the

modes of vibration, which contribute to the increase of conductivity with

increasing moisture content.
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Chaptcr- V

CONCLUSION

Although wood is a very useful constmction material, its physical

properties are not very well studied. One reason for lIris is a complexity of wood

which has a composite structure and is of difterent kinds depending on the nature

of the plaut source, its age, the processing of the wood, its moisture content etc.

However, it is important to know the thermal and electrical properties of wood

specially for its use as an insulator in electrical boards. In the present work two

locally available woods Gorjan and Scgun havc been selected for the

measurcments of their dielectric constant and thermal conductivity as affected by

moisture content and salt content. A new technique bas been developed to

improve upon the conventional technique of measuring thermal conductivity of

bad conductor by lees method. The thermal conductivity of bo1l1types of wood

was found to increasc with salt content, the result being higher in the case of

scgun wood, Thc tcmperature dependcnce of wood also shows an increasc With

increasing temperature.

Dieleetrjc constant of wood measured at 1952 Hz was found to vary from

1.3 to 3, For Gorjan the range betwcen 1.3 to 2.8, forSegun the corresponding

rangc IS 1.3 to 3 whieh depends on the salt content. The introduction of salt ions

into the wood matrix increase the dielectric constant by a factor of two. And this

increase is qUite expected, duc to the presence of additional ions. Thc results are

interpreted in the light of existing theories. 111eexplanations of the result in teons

of formal quantitative mathematical theories, however, has not been possible,

because ortlle complexity of wood and its composite nature of the wood. Further

work is therefore needed to obtaine a more completc understanding of thc

mechanism involved III tl1ermal and dielectric propertics arwood,
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APPENDIX

DATA FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF DIElECTRIC CONSTANT OFTWO TYPES OFWOOD.



Soaked in Distilled waler for 48 hours
Temperature 122 lie

Somple Rdorc M" Wale, TlJnc Oven Mmswrc Dielectric
Soaking SoaklTlg 8hsorb ,,, '0 COTJIenl , (air) CO"'''"11
W,~1ll w, g'" dl)"'g welght C, c

w,gm 0' "" ...

"3 6467 5.5852 53 16 1 4157(, 14.01 0,114 0.049 2.32

3 6466 2 4 1261 13. I5 0,109 0.051 2.13
3646, 3 4.1J911 1220 O.IO? 0055 1.945

Gorjon 3 6~61J 4 4,0474 I J 0 I II,105 0060 I 75

3 6456 5 4,0174 10 20 0,104 0067 1.55

3 6450 6 3,9734 901 IJ,101 0078 1.3

3 2395 5 0589 5(,,16 1 3,7410 15.50 0010 0.004 2.5

3 239() 2 3 6940 14.10 000] 0.110] 2.3

Segl1n .i.23~8 3 3 6566 12.~0 0006 [J.003 2
] 2385 4 3.6271 1200 (1.00] 0.002 1.~5

7
3.2382 5 3.5947 lIOl 0,003 0.002 15

32379 6 3.';487 q .60 0,004 0003 1.3

Soaked in 0.1% NaCI Solution for 48 hours

Sampk Uefore Af\er Watcr Time Oven Moi'lUrc DielectriC
SQllklJlg Sonking abwrh fm dry COlltCn! C (air) ConSlant
W,gm w,gm drying wClght '" c

w)gln 0' ,,' ...
c"

3.6568 5 4669 49.50 1 4 1742 14 15 0.127 0054 235

,.6567 2 4,1357 13 10 0,121 0055 22

3 6565 3 4,0916 1190 0120 0.06 2
Gorjan 3.6563 4 4.063':1 11.15 o IJ8 0,065 1 8]

3 6560 5 4.0252 10,10 o 117 0073 16

3.6561 6 3.9888 9 1 o 115 0.083 1.38

32015 4 8662 52% 1 37041 15 70 003] 0,012 258

32012 2 36491 14OJ 0,026 0.0 [1 2.36

5egun 3,2008 3 36233 1320 0,022 0.010 2.2

3,2005 4 3,5925 12,25 0018 0.009 2

3.19<)8 5 3 5S20 II 01 0.016 0,009 1,77

31995 6 35130 9.8 0012 0,008 ] 5
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Soaked in 0.3% NaCI Solution for 48 !lOllI'S

Sample Before Aller W~lCr Time Own "lm,tlLle DIelectric

Su"k;ng Sooklng absolh fO' dry come,,1 C (air) Constant

W,g'" ",g'" drying welghl Co ,
11', gr" "' ,,' ...

r"
3.6553 5.}'} ~; 501.1% I 4,1674 14.01 0,137 0056 242
3,6550 2 4,1264 12.90 0,134 0060 225

3.6549 3 ~ 0825 11.70 OBI . 0 064 2,05

GorJnn 3 6546 4 40511 10 85 0.129 0.069 1.85

36542 5 4,0199 10.01 0.126 0.076 1.65

3,6540 6 3,9832 9,01 0.123 0.087 1 4

32096 48529 51.20% 1 3 7070 15,50 055 0.021 2.61

32091 2 3,6663 1425 0.054 0,022 2.45

Sogun 3.2088 3 36339 13,25 0.047 0.021 2.25

3 2083 4 3 5997 1220 0.041 0.020 2.05

3.2081 5 3.5674 11 10 0,037 0.020 1.85

3.2080 6 3 5191 9.7 0.015 0023 1 52

Soaked in 0.5% NaCl 301utlO\1 for 4&hours

Sample fkfore Afler \Yater ,'I'i"," O,en dry ,VlolslU!e D,dectrJc 1
~oakJng $ooking ablOJD '"' \leigh! WLllen! C (air) Constnnl

W,gm w,gm drying \I,glil C" r

0' 0' ...
r"

3,6486 5.4375 49.U3% I 41521 13 80 o 15 0060 25

3 6482 2 4 1042 12.50 o 149 0.065 2,3

36476 3 4 0670 11.50 0.147 0.07 2.1

GoriaLl 3.6462 4 4.0%3 107O 0.145 0076 1.9

3.6460 5 4.0069 9,90 0.144 0084 L7

3.6455 6 3.9743 9,02 0.142 0094 IS

3.2088 4,8164 5010% 1 3.6981 15,25 0.064 0024 2.66

31972 2 3 6528 1425 0058 0,023 252

Seg"" 3,1968 3 36091 12,90 0.052 0023 2.26

3 1967 4 3.5723 ]] 75 0045 0022 2.04

3,1960 5 3,54]] 10 80 0,037 0,020 1.85

3,1958 6 1,5[125 96 0.030 0,019 1.57
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Soaked in 0,7% Nael Solution for 48 hours

S"'''I,!e Before After Water 'j ime O,'endl) Mois!u,e Diclee!"e
Soaking Soaking absorb ,m "eighl COnlent C ("ir) Conslanl
W,gm ", gm dr)ing wjgm C" ,

"' '" ~~~

'"
3.64S9 53559 4678% I 4, 'i451 13.60 0,140 0.055 2,54
3 64g4 2 4 0953 12.25 0,127 0,054 235
36480 J 40821 11 90 o 125 0,058 2.15

(iorJ"" 3,6472 4 4,0338 10 60 0.123 0063 1,95

3 6465 5 4,0056 985 0.123 0.070 1 75
36457 6 39756 905 0.121 0,078 1 55
320<.)6 4,7668 +S.52% 1 36913 15,0 I 0.073 0,027 27
3,2092 2 3 6649 14,20 0072 o 02g 2.57

Segun 3,2088 3 3,6227 1290 0,070 0.030 2,33

3,2084 4 3,5934 1200 0,069 0032 2,15
3 2082 5 3,5562 10 85 0,067 0.035 1.91

3 2080 6 3 5207 OS 0065 0,039 1.66

Soaked in 0,9 % NaCI Solution for 48 hours

Sample fJeror Ailer \\/'Ie, Time Ovendry Moi,I,"C D,eieclllc
SO<1kingSoakl1lg ab,mb fm \\eoght conlc"t C (mr) COmlalll
W,gm w,gm drymg \\',glll C" ,

"I "f ~~~

"3,6579 5.2458 43.4t% I 4 1517 lJ.50 0172 0,066 26
3.6572 2 4,0997 12 10 o 167 0069 2.42
3.6569 3 4,0664 II 20 0,165 0,075 2.2

GorjJn 3656J 4 4 0399 1050 0,162 0081 2

36555 5 40] 19 975 0,153 0.085 1.8

3.6553 6 3.9861 9,05 o J5 1 0,094 IG

32129 46625 4512% I 3.6868 14.75 0.178 0,065 274
32125 2 3,6558 IHO o 174 0.067 259

Segllll 3,2118 J 36237 12.80 0,168 0.070 2.4

3 2117 4 3 5922 11.85 o 165 0.075 2.2

3.2110 5 3,5545 10,70 o 155 0079 194
3.2098 6 3,5179 'J(i o 151 0,088 1.71



Soaked in I % NaCI Solution for 48 hOIll'5

Sample Bdore After Waler TUIIC Oven dry MOlsturC Djelectnc
SO<Lkmg S""klng absorb lor woighl colllenl C (oir) Cons!ant
IV,gao w,gm dryLng w,gm C, ,

co ,8 ---
Co

3 6582 5. J 256 '10.11% 1 4 J46~ 13 35 0.190 0,072 2,65
3 6580 2 4.1006 12 1O 0.186 0076 2,45
36577 3 4 0655 11.15 o 181 0.080 2,25

Gorjan 3,6575 4 40415 10.50 0175 0085 2.05
3,6570 5 40154 '"0 0,172 0092 1.85
3 6571 0 3,9897 9 10 0168 o \02 1.65
3,2248 4 5975 ~257% I 3 7004 14,75 0,098 0035 28
3 2240 2 363n 12,90 o ocn 0037 2.6

Scgun 1,2238 3 3 6299 1260 0,095 0039 2.43
3,2230 4 3 5936 11 50 0,090 0040 22
32219 j 3,5601 10 50 0,092 0046 2
32210 6 3 5269 950 0,091 0052 1.75

Soaked in 1.5% Natl Solution for 48 hOLil's

Sample Bcfof Alter \Voter TLme Own d" MoiSlurc J)ictCClric
S0<1~ing Soaking absorb lm \leighl collte"l C (au) COllSIHnI

W,gm w,gm drying w,gm C, ,
co ,. ---

c"
3,6582 5 0673 3X.52'Y" I 4 1301 12,90 0199 0071 2.8
3 6580 2 41060 12,25 0198 0073 2.71
3,6578 J 4 0784 1I 50 o 1')4 0,076 2.55

Gorpn 3.6575 4 4.0561 10,90 0.195 0081 2.4
36572 5 4.0265 10,10 0193 009 2,14

36570 6 39916 9. I5 o I'll 0.103 1 85
3.2270 4.5210 41J.1()'Y., I 37013 14,70 0123 0,04] J
3 2265 2 3.6540 13,25 0127 0045 2.82

Scguo 3 2260 3 3.6389 12RO o 128 0049 2,62

3,2258 4 3,6064 1l.80 o 132 0.055 2.4
32257 5 35643 10.50 o 135 0.062 2 17
32251 6 35317 9,5 o 13.'\ 0072 1.91

'.
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Air gap thickness

Calculation

For SCgUll Wood:

We know,
dS K.i\(61 - lh)m, -~
dt a + d]

...... (1)

dS KA(S'I-G'2)
and,ms-~

dt a+d2

Where d] and d2 are spccimen thickness
and a = air gap thickness,

Now hom eq" (1) and (2) we gd,

........ (2)

!'6693(d,_d
l
)dfl

. dl
K ~ -(,-,-,-,,-)[-) d-0-!-d8-')-]~,~(O-'-'-,)' (3)

] - ldt dt 1_

For dry samplc,

v = 10 volt

d2 - dl = (5 - 3) cm = 2 cm

dO
-= 000486
cil

dB'
-= 00042
dl
(H]-O,)=45

(0']-8'2)=64



SubstItuting this value in eq" (3) Then we get,

- 45

K~ ] .6693 x 2 x 0,0041;6

0,00486

00042

Putting this value in eq" (1) then we gel,

KA(8] - O2)
-d,a ~

d8
illS -

dt

0.000551; x 45 x 85.1775

1225.8xO.116xO,00486

= 0.0973 em

... air gap thickness = 0.0973 em

-.1



SEGUNWOOD

Table - ]
(dlY sample)

. peennell o ta~e (8]-02)thickness (volt K-
d] ern dt (0] - 01) dt

cal em-I See.1 °c.]

3 0 10 0.00486 45 000055

3.1 11 0.00482 46 0,00056

3.2 12 0.0049 47 0,000574

Table-2
(dry sample)

pecllnen o ta~e (0']-8'2)
thickuess (volt K~
d2 em dt' (0') - 8'2) dt'

cal cm-' Sec"' UC.l

50 10 0.0042 64 000056

5.1 II 0.0043 65 0.000574

- , 12 0.0044 60 0.00058L

Tablc-3
Treatment with 1% Nacl Solution)

peCllllcn o la3c (81-82)thickness (volt K~
dl cm dt (8] - 82) dt

cal cm"] sec.] °c.1

3, J 10 0.00494 42 0.000628

3. I 11 0.00508 42 0.000645

3.25 12 0.00502 43 0.000652
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SEGUN WOOD

, pccnnen (8',-8'2)
thickness K~
d2 em dt' (8'1 - fl'2) dt'

cal em-] sec.1 °c-I

5.1 10 0,00456 61 0,000648

51 II 0,00476 62 0.000666

5.2 12 0,00474 63 0,000676

Table-5
(Treatment with 1.5% NaeI Solution)

pecunen o ta1e (81-82)
thickness (volt K~

d1 em dt (8] - 82) dt

cal em,l sec'] °c.1

3.1 10 0,00517 39 0.000707

3.2 II 0,00508 39 0.000716

3 I 12 0,0054 40 0.0007205

Table-6
(Treatment with ].5% Na('l Solution)

peclmen (8'1-8'1)
thickness K~

d2 em dt' (8'1 - 8'2) dt'

cal em-] sec.1 °c.1

51 10 0.00464 57 0,000706

51 II 0.0048 58 0,0007]8

5.2 12 0.0049 59 0,000734
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SEGUNWOOD

Table-7

(Treatment with 2% NaCI Solution)

peClmen o tage (81-82)thickness (volt) K~
dl cm dt (81 - 0:1) dt

cal cm-I sec.1 °c.1

3.1 10 0.00555 38 0.000779

Jl 11 0.00545 37 0.000786

32 12 0,0055 38 0,000797

Table-8

Treatment with 2% NaCl Solution

peClmen (8'1-8'2)
thickness K~
d2 em dt' (8'1 - 0'2) dt'

cal cm.1 see-1Oc.]

5.0 10 0,00526 56 0.000795

5,2 11 0.00522 57 0.000805

5.1 12 0.0054 58 0,00081



Sample Name: SeguR Wood
(dry sample)

Thickness = 3 em (approx.)

T line: Temperature Time Temperature Time Temperature
T T 1

(min) (min) (min)
Elluc B20e Elloe (hoc Eline El20e

0 30 29 0 29 30 0 36 29
5 35 29 5 35 30 5 37 29
10 40 31 III 41 32 10 44 32
15 45 33 15 47 34 15 51 35
20 50 3, 20 53 36 20 58 38
25 55 37 25 59 38 25 65 41
30 60 39 30 65 40 30 72 44
35 65 41 35 71 42 35 79 47
40 70 43 40 77 44 40 86 50
45 74 45 45 83 46 45 93 53
50 78 47 50 89 48 50 100 56
55 R2 49 55 91 50 55 106 59
60 86 51 611 95 52 60 110 62
65 90 53 65 99 54 65 114 65
70 94 55 70 103 56 70 116 68
75 98 57 75 105 58 75 118 70
80 J 02 59 80 107 61 80 120 73
85 104 61 " 110 64 85 123 76
90 106 63 90 1J 3 67 90 126 79
95 108 64 95 116 70 95 128 81
100 110 65 100 118 72 100 130 83
lOS III 66 105 120 74 105 131 84
j I () 112 67 110 121 75 110 132 85
I J 5 112, 5 67.5 115 122 76 115 133 86
120 113 68 120 122.5 76.5 120 133.5 86.5

125 123 77 125 134 87
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Sample Name: Segun Wood
(dry sample)

Thickness"" 5 cm (approx.)

~

Time Temperature Time Temperature Time Temperature
T T T

(min) (min) (min)
G'loe G'lOC WIDe G'lOe e'IOc 8'5Oc

0 30 29 0 30 29 0 30 30
5 35 29 5 36 29 5 37 30
10 40 31 10 42 31 10 44 31
15 45 33 15 48 33 15 51 34
20 50 35 20 54 35 20 58 38
25 55 37 25 60 37 25 64 42
30 60 39 30 66 39 30 70 45
35 64 41 35 72 41 35 76 48
40 68 43 40 78 43 40 82 51
45 72 44 45 84 45 45 82 53
50 76 45 50 88 47 50 94 55
55 80 46 55 92 49 55 92 57
60 84 47 60 96 51 60 102 "65 88 48 65 100 53 65 106 61
70 92 49 70 104 55 70 110 63
75 96 50 75 108 57 75 114 65
80 100 51 80 112 59 80 118 67
85 104 52 85 lI6 61 85 122 69
90 108 53 90 120 62 90 126 71
95 112 54 95 124 63 95 130 73
100 lI6 55 100 116 64 100 134 75
105 117 55.5 110 128 65 110 138 77
lIO 1I8 56 120 130 66 120 142 78
1I5 119 56.5 130 131 67 125 143 78.5

120 120 57 135 132 68 130 144 79
125 121 57.5 140 133 68.5 135 145 79.5

130 In 58 145 134 69 140 146 80



Sample Name: Segun Wood (Soaked in ] DID NaCl SolDfor 48 hours)
Thickness = 3 em (approx.)

Timl: Temp[;rature Timl: Temperature Time Temperature

T T T
(min) (min) (min)

aloe 82°c 0/1[; 82°C 810e (hiJe

a 30 29 0 30 29 0 30 30
5 35 29 5 36 29 5 37 30
10 40 31 10 42 31 10 44 33
15 45 33 I5 48 33 15 51 36
20 50 35 20 54 35 20 57 39
25 55 37 25 60 37 25 63 42
30 60 39 30 66 39 30 69 45
35 64 41 35 70 41 35 75 48
40 '" 43 40 74 43 40 81 51

" 72 45 45 78 45 45 85 54
50 76 48 50 82 47 50 go 57
55 <0 51 55 86 49 55 93 60
60 " 54 60 90 51 60 97 63
65 88 57 65 94 53 65 I0I 66
70 92 60 70 98 56 70 105 69
75 96 63 75 102 59 75 109 72
80 100 66 80 106 62 80 Il3 75
85 104 68 85 lJO 65 85 117 78
90 108 70 90 114 68 90 121 81
95 112 71 95 I18 71 95 125 81
laO 113 72 100 120 74 100 129 85
110 liS 73 liD 122 77 110 131 87
120 I 16 74 120 124 80 II5 132 89
125 117 75 125 125 82 120 133 90
130 1175 75.5 130 125.5 83 125 134 91
135 118 76 135 126 84 130 135 92

140 126.5 84.5 135 135.5 92.5
145 127 85 140 ]36 93



Sample Name: Segun Wood (Soaked in J % Na('1 Solution for 48 hours)
Thickness 5 em (app.fox.)

Time Temperature Time Temperaturc Time Temperature
T T T

(min) (min) (min)
81°c 820e 81°c 820e 81°c 820e

0 30 29 0 29 30 0 30 29
5 38 29 5 35 30 5 37 29
]0 40 31 ]0 44 32 ]a 44 32
]5 45 33 ]5 47 34 ]5 5] 35
20 50 35 20 53 36 20 58 38
25 55 36 25 59 38 25 65 4]
30 60 39 30 65 40 30 71 44
35 64 4] 35 7] 42 35 76 47
40 68 43 40 75 44 40 8] 50
45 J2 45 45 J9 46 45 86 53
50 76 47 50 83 48 50 9] 56
55 80 49 55 8J 50 55 96 59
60 84 5] 60 9] 52 60 ]0] 62
65 88 53 65 95 54 65 ]06 64
70 92 54 70 99 56 70 ]]] 66
75 96 55 75 103 58 J5 ]]6 68
80 100 56 80 ]07 60 80 ]2] 70
85 ]04 57 85 ]]] 62 85 ]26 J2
90 108 58 90 115 64 90 130 84
95 1]2 59 95 ]]9 66 95 ]34 76
100 ]16 60 100 123 68 100 138 J8
]05 118 6] ]10 127 70 ]10 ]42 80
]]0 120 62 120 131 71.5 120 ]44 82
120 122 63 130 133 72.5 130 146 83
130 124 64 ]40 ]35 75 ]40 ]47 84
135 125 64.5 ]45 136 74 ]45 147.5 84.5

140 126 65 ]50 ]37 J5 ]50 148 85
]45 126.5 65.5 ]55 137.5 75.5 ]55 148.5 85 5
150 I2J 66 ]60 138 76 ]60 149 86

]00 ~,.



Segun Wood (Soaked in 1.5% NaCl Solution for 48 hours)
Thickness 3 cm (approx.)

Time Temperature Time Temperature Time Temperature

T T T
(min) (min) (min)

81°c 82(Jc 81°c 82°C 81°c 820e
0 30 29 0 29 30 0 30 30
5 35 29 5 35 30 5 37 30
10 40 31 10 41 33 10 44 33
15 45 33 15 47 36 15 51 36
20 50 35 20 53 39 20 57 39
25 55 37 25 59 42 25 63 42
30 60 39 30 65 45 30 69 45
35 64 41 35 69 47 35 75 48
40 68 43 40 73 50 40 79 51
45 72 45 45 77 53 45 83 54
50 76 47 50 81 56 50 87 57
55 80 49 55 85 59 55 91 60
60 84 51 60 89 62 60 95 63
65 88 53 65 93 65 65 99 6J
70 92 55 70 96 68 70 103 71
75 96 57 75 100 71 75 107 75
80 100 60 80 104 74 80 III 79
85 104 63 85 108 76 85 115 82
90 108 69 90 112 78 90 119 85
95 112 72 95 116 80 95 123 88
100 114 74 100 120 82 100 127 90
110 116 78 110 122 84 110 131 92
120 118 80 120 124 86 120 135 96
130 119 82 130 126 88 130 137 98
140 120 82.5 140 128 90 140 139 100
145 121 83 145 129 90.5 145 141 101
150 122 83.5 150 130 91 150 142 102
155 123 84 155 130.5 91.5 155 142.5 102.5

160 131 92 160 143 103

101 ,,



Segun Wood (Soaked in 1.5% Na~1 Solution for 48 hams)
Thickness = 5 em (a rox.

Te~rature Temnerature Te~rature
Time 0/\; 0loe Time 0loe 0loe Time 81°c 820e
T T T

(min) (min) (min)
0 30 29 0 30 29 0 30 30
5 35 29 5 36 29 5 37 30
10 40 31 10 42 30 10 44 33
15 45 33 15 48 33 15 51 36
20 50 35 20 54 36 20 58 39
25 55 37 25 60 39 25 64 42
30 60 39 30 66 42 30 70 45
35 64 41 35 70 44 35 76 48
40 68 43 40 74 46 40 82 51
45 72 45 45 78 48 45 86 54
50 76 47 50 82 50 50 90 57
55 80 49 55 86 52 55 94 60
60 84 51 60 90 54 60 98 63
65 88 53 65 94 56 65 102 66
70 92 54 70 98 58 70 106 69
75 96 55 75 102 60 75 110 72
80 100 56 80 106 62 80 lI4 75
85 104 57 85 110 64 85 lI8 77
90 108 59 90 118 66 90 122 79__
95 112 60 95 122 68 95 126 81
100 lI6 62 100 126 70 100 130 83
lIO 120 64 lIO 130 72 lIO 134 85
120 124 66 120 134 75 120 138 87
]30 126 68 130 137 79 130 142 89
140 128 70 140 139 81 140 146 92
150 129 72 150 141 83 150 150 94
155 129.5 72.5 155 141.5 83.5 155 152 94.5
160 130 73 160 142 84 160 154 95
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Sample Name: SCgUHWood (Soaked in 2% Nael Solution for 48 hours)
Thickness = 3 em (ap rox.

TeUFlOrature Tempcra(l~re Temperature

Time 0, " Time 0, 0, Time 0, 0,
T T T

(min) (mini (mini

0 30 29 0 29 30 0 30 30
5 35 29 5 35 30 5 37 30
10 40 32 10 41 33 10 44 33

" 4, 36 15 47 36 15 51 36
20 60 39 20 53 39 20 58 39
25 55 42 25 59 42 25 64 42
30 60 45 30 65 45 30 70 45
35 6S 48 35 69 48 35 76 48
40 69 51 40 72 51 40 82 51
'15 73 54 45 77 54 45 88 54
50 77 57 50 81 57 50 94 57
55 81 60 55 85 60 55 100 60
60 85 6T 60 89 63 60 104 63
65 89 66 65 93 66 65 108 66
70 93 69 70 97 69 70 112 69
75 97 72 75 101 72 75 116 72
80 101 74 80 105 75 80 120 77
85 105 76 R5 110 78 85 124 81
90 109 78 90 115 81 90 128 85
95 113 79 95 118 84 95 132 90
100 117 80 100 121 87 100 134 95
110 119 82 110 125 90 110 136 100
120 121 84 120 127 93 120 139 102
125 J23 86 130 129 95 130 141 104
135 125 88 135 130 96 135 142 104.5

140 125.5 88.5 140 132 96.5 140 143 105

145 126 89 145 133 97 145 143.5 105.5

150 127 895 150 134 97.5 150 144 106
155 1'8 l)O 155 135 98
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Sample Name: Segun Wood (Soaked in 2% Nael Solution Jor 48 hours)
Thickness = 5 cm (a rox.

Temperature Temverature Tem"erature
Time 0, 8, Time Bloc 020e Tune BlOC 8

1
(Je

j T T
(min) (min) (min)
0 30 29 0 29 30 0 30 30
5 35 29 5 35 30 5 37 30
10 40 32 10 41 33 10 44 33
15 45 35 15 47 36 15 51 36
20 50 3R 20 53 39 20 57 39
25 55 41 25 59 42 25 63 42
10 60 44 30 65 45 30 69 45
35 65 47 35 69 48 35 73 48
40 69 49 40 73 51 40 JJ 51
45 73 51 45 JJ 54 45 81 54
50 JJ 53 50 81 57 50 85 57
55 81 55 55 85 60 55 89 60
60 85 57 60 89 63 60 94 62
65 89 59 65 94 66 65 100 66
70 93 61 70 100 69 70 106 69
J5 9J 63 J5 106 71 J5 112 72
80 101 6, 80 III 73 80 117 J5
85 105 6J 85 116 75 85 122 J8
90 110 69 90 121 JJ 90 126 81
95 114 71 95 124 79 95 130 83
105 120 73 105 130 81 105 IJ5 86
115 124 75 115 136 83 115 142 88
125 128 J6 125 138 84 125 146 90
135 131 JJ 135 140 85 135 148 92
140 132 78 140 141 85.5 140 150 93
145 133 78.5 145 142 86 145 151 94
150 134 79 150 143 87 150 152 95
155 135 79.5 155 144 87.5 155 153 95.5
160 136 80 160 145 8R 160 154 96
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Air gap thiclmess calculation:
For Gorjml Wood.

dB KA(8l-0l)
Weknow, ms- ~

dt oc+dl

m~-

--------- (i)

--------- (ii)
dt oc+dl

Where dl and d2 are specimen thickness,

oc = air gap thickness,

Now from eql\ (i) and (2) We get,

dO
1.6693 (dl - dl).-

dtK = ---------- (m)
dO de'

W,-8',) I{- -I-{] - (8, _8,]
dt dt

For dry sample ,

v= lOvalt,

lh-dl= 4.8-3,0= I.Bcm

de
_ = 00044
dt

dO'
- = 0,00404
dt
01-92 = 45°c

105



Patting this value in equation (3), then we get,

K'
1.6693 x 1.8 x 0,0044

0.00044
6"----

000404
- 45

= 0,000504 eal em -I see-1 Ile-l

Now from eqn (1), we get,

KA (81 - 82)
oc ,-------d,

dG
ms-

dt

0,000504 x 45 x 85.1775

1225.8 x 0.116 x 0.0044

= 0.0877 em

:. AIr gap thickness = 0.0877 em.

106
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Corjan Wood
(dry sample)

Table-I

~peCllnen vOltage d6
thickness - (OJ - 82) 1.6693 (0.0877+ d,)-
dj em Volt cit d'K~

(81 - 82)

"I em .Isec.[ °e.]

3 10 0,0044 45 0.000504
3.05 II 0,0045 dO 0,000512
30 12 0,0047 47 0,000515

Table-2
(dry sample)

~peCllncn Voltage dO
thickness - (8'1 - 8'2) 1.6693(00877 + d,)-
d2 em Volt cit d<

K~
(8'1 - 8'2)

"I em -18ec.1 °e.1

4.8 10 0.00404 65 0.000512
5.0 II 0.0041 66 0,000527
5.1 12 0,00415 67 0.000535
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Tablc-4
(Treatment with 1.% NaLI Solution)

~peClmen vOltage "" i (0'1 - 8'2)
de

thiekJless - 1,6('93 (O.O~77;.d,)-
d2 em Volt dt

,
d<

K', (tfl-8'2)

"I em -Isee-l (le-1

5.1 10 0.0045 63 0,000610

5.1 11 0.0046 64 0,00062

5.2 12 0,00464 65 0,00063

Table-5
(Treatment with 1.5% NaV Solution.)

pcellnen o lage de
thickness (81 - O2) 1.6693 (O,O~77+ d,)-
dl em Volt dt d<K.

(81 - 82)

cal _I _I 0 _Ic,m 3CC ;;-----
3.0 10 0.00495 37 0.00069

3,1 11 0.00502 38 0,000703

3.2 12 0.00501 39 0.000705

Table-6
(Treatment with 1.5% NaeI Solution)

peClmen o tage de
thickncss (9'1 - 9'2) I 6693 (0.0877+ d,)-
d2 em Volt dt d<K.

(0\ - 8'2)

cal em -lsec.1 °c.1-
5.0 10 0,00456 57 0.00068- , 11 0,0047 -- 0.00069:>,, .Ji

5.2 12 0.00471 59 0.000704

<
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Table-?
(Treatment with 2% Nael Solution)

fm>eCllnen voltage eo de
thickness - (81 - O2) 1.6693(O,0877+d,j-
dj em Volt dl "K~

(e] - 0])

"I em -Isec.] °c.]

3.0 10 0,0051 35 0.00075

3.2 11 0,00502 36 0,00076

3.25 12 0,00501 37 0.000775

Tablc-B
(Treatment with 2% NaCl Solution.)

~pccnnen vOltage G' de
thickness - (8'1 - 8'2) 1.6693{a,0871+ d,}-
d2 ern Volt dl d<K~

(8'] - 8'2)

"I em -lsec'1 °c']
4.9 10 0.005 54 0.00077

5.1 11 0,005 55 0.00078

5.2 12 0,005 56 0.00079
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GKO.JAN WOOD
(dry sample)

Thickness" 3 em (approx.)

10 Volts 11 Volts 12 Volts
Time Bloc (hl)c Time Bll)c 020C Time Bl(lc o I),,,

T T T
(min) (1ll111 ) (min)
0 30 29 0 29 30 0 29 30
5 34 29 5 29 30 5 33 30
10 38 32 10 34 31 10 37 33
I5 42 35 15 38 33 15 41 36
20 46 38 20 42 36 20 45 39
25 50 40 25 46 40 25 44 42
30 54 42 30 50 42 30 53 44
35 58 44 35 54 44 35 57 46
40 G2 46 40 58 46 40 61 48

" 66 .18 45 62 48 45 65 50
50 72 50 50 66 50 50 7l 52
55 78 51 55 70 52 55 77 54
60 83 52 60 34 54 60 82 56
65 88 53 65 80 56 65 87 58
70 92 54 70 86 58 70 91 60
75 96 55 75 92 60 75 95 62
80 99 56 80 98 62 80 99 64
85 100 57 85 102 64 85 103 66
90 101 58 90 106 66 90 I07 68
95 102 58,5 95 109 68 95 113 70
lOO 103 59 100 III 69 100 1I8 72
105 104 59.5 105 113 70 105 121 74
110 105 60 110 115 70.5 110 123 76

115 116 71 115 124 77
120 117 71.5 120 125 78
125 118 72 125 126 79

130 126.5 79.5
135 127 80

110
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Gorjan Wood
(dry sample)

Thickness = 5 cm (approx.)

Time 0' iJ 8' I) Time A" " Q' (] Time 0"" 8'",c ,c , c ,c . I e . ::'e
T T T

(min) (min) I (min)
0 38 29 0 29 ]0 8 29 29
5 34 29 5 35 30 5 33 29
10 3' 31 10 41 32 10 37 30
15 42 32 15 45 34 15 41 32
28 46 34 20 49 36 20 45 J6
25 50 36 25 53 38 25 49 40
JO 54 37 30 59 40 38 53 43
35 58 38 35 61 42 35 57 45
40 62 39 40 65 44 40 61 47
45 66 40 45 71 45 45 65 49
50 78 41 50 77 46 50 71 51
55 78 42 55 83 47 55 79 53
60 82 43 60 88 48 60 83 55
65 86 44 65 93 49 65 89 57
70 90 45 70 98 50 70 95 59
75 94 46 75 102 51 75 101 61
80 98 46.5 80 106 52 80 107 62
85 ]02 47 85 1()9 53 85 113 63
90 106 47.5 90 112 54 90 119 65
95 110 48 95 114 55 95 123 60
100 112 48.5 105 118 56 105 127 67
105 113 49 110 122 57 110 130 68
110 114 49.5 115 124 58 120 133 68.5
ItS 115 50 125 125 59 125 135 69.5

130 125.5 59.5 130 136 70
135 126 68 135 137 70.5

140 138 71

III



Gorjan Wood
(Soaked in 1% NaC! solution for 48 hours)

111ickness'" 5cm (approx.)

Tcm eltLm: Temperturc Tem erturc

Time 0' IJ 0/ (, "lime e' " e'li Time e' (I 0' ", , ,, ,c , c ,c ,,
T T T

(min) (min) I (min)
0 30 29 () 30 29 0 30 30
5 36 29 5 37 29 5 37 30
10 42 30 10 44 30 10 44 31
15 4X 32 15 51 32 15 51 33
20 54 34 20 57 34 20 57 35
2, 60 36 r 63 36 25 63 37-'30 66 38 30 67 38 30 69 39
35 70 40 35 75 40 35 75 41
40 76 47 40 81 42 40 81 43
45 82 44 45 87 44 45 87 45
50 sg 45 50 93 46 50 93 47
55 92 46 55 99 48 55 99 49
60 96 47 60 104 50 60 105 51
65 100 48 65 109 52 65 111 53
70 102 49 70 112 54 70 115 55
75 104 50 75 115 56 75 120 57
80 106 51 80 1IR 58 80 124 54
85 108 52 85 120 60 85 128 61
90 109 53 90 122 62 90 130 63
100 113 54 100 124 63 100 132 67
110 115 55 110 126 65 110 134 70
120 117 56 120 128 66 120 136 72
130 119 57 130 130 67 130 138 74
135 120 57.5 140 132 68 140 140 76
140 12J 58 150 133 69 150 142 78

155 133.5 69.5 155 J43 79
160 134 70 160 144 79.5

165 145 80
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Gorjan Wood
(Soaked in 1.5% NaCI solution for 48 hours)

Thickness = 3cm (approx)

Temperturc Tern enure Tern ertllre
Time eO IC e(J2C Time eoI C e02c Tune eOlc SO2C

T T T
(min) (mini (mini
0 30 29 0 30 29 0 30 30
5 36 29 5 37 29 5 37 30
10 42 3I 10 44 32 10 44 31
15 48 33 15 50 35 15 51 33
20 54 35 20 56 138 20 58 36
35 60 37 25 62 41 25 65 40
30 64 39 30 68 44 30 70 44
35 68 41 35 74 47 35 76 48
40 72 43 40 80 50 40 80 51
45 7(, 45 45 84 53 45 84 54
50 80 47 50 88 56 50 88 57
55 84 " 55 92 59 55 92 59
60 88 51 60 96 62 60 96 62
65 9:2- 54 65 100 65 65 100 65
70 95 57 70 104 67 70 104 68
75 97 60 75 106 69 75 108 71
80 100 63 80 108 ,. 71 80 112 74
85 103 66 85 110 73 85 116 77
90 106 69 90 112 I 75 90 120 80
100 109 72 100 114 79 100 124 8,
lIO 112 75 110 116 81 110 128 88
liS 114 77 120 118 83 120 130 92
120 liS 7R 125 120 84 125 132 93
125 116 79 130 122 85 130 133 94
130 116.5 79.5 135 m 85.5 135 133.5 94.5
135 117 80 140 124 86 140 134 95

IlJ



Gorjan Wood
(Soaked 1.5% NaCI solution for 48 hours)

Thickness = Scm (approx)

Temperturc TemTerture Tempcrturc
Time 8' fJ 0' (J Time 8' 0 8' 0 Time 8' c 8' c,c , c ,c , c ,c , c
j j T

(min) (min) (min)
0 30 29 0 30 29 0 30 30
5 36 29 , 37 29 5 38 30
10 42 31 10 44 31 10 46 33
15 48 33 15 51 33 15 53 36
20 54 35 20 58 35 20 60 39
25 60 37 ,- 65 37 25 67 42-'30 66 39 30 72 39 30 74 45
35 72 41 35 78 41 35 80 48
40 78 43 40 84 43 40 86 51
45 " 45 45 90 45 45 92 54
50 86 47 50 96 47 50 98 57
55 90 49 55 100 49 55 104 60
60 94 51 60 104 57 60 110 62
65 OR 53 65 II0 53 65 114 64
70 102 55 70 112 55 70 118 66

75 106 57 75 114 57 75 122 68
80 108 58 80 116 59 80 126 71
85 110 59 85 118 61 85 130 73
90 112 60 90 119 63 90 132 75
95 114 61 95 120 65 95 134 77
100 116 62 100 122 67 100 136 79
105 II8 63 105 124 68 105 138 80
110 120 64 110 126 69 110 140 81
120 122 66 120 128 71 120 142 83
130 123 67 125. 129 72 130 ]43 84.5
13:; 124 67.5 130 130 73 135 144 85
140 125 68 135 130.5 735 140 1445 85.5

140 131 74 145 145 86
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Gorjan Wood
(Soaked 2% Nael solution for 48 hours)

Thickness = 3cm (approx)

Tem enure Tem erture Tcrn crtllre
Time sUIC O\c Time StllC S02C Time SOIC S02C

T I T
(mill) (min) {min'
0 30 29 0 30 29 0 30 30
5 36 29 5 37 32 5 37 30
10 42 32 10 44 35 10 44 34
15 " 35 20 51 3R 15 51 38
20 54 38 25 58 41 20 58 42
25 60 41 10 65 44 25 65 46
30 66 44 35 71 47 30 71 50
35 70 47 40 77 50 35 77 54
40 71 50 45 83 53 40 83 48
45 JR 53 50 " 56 45 " 62
50 82 56 55 91 59 50 91 66
55 86 59 60 95 62 55 95 69
60 90 62 65 99 65 60 99 72
65 9" 65 70 103 68 65 103 J5
711 98 68 75 1117 7] 70 107 J8
J5 102 71 80 III 74 J5 III 8J
80 J66 74 85 114 77 80 IJ5 84
85 110 76 90 126 J9 85 119 87
90 112 78 100 120 83 90 J23 90
100 114 8J 110 124 R5 100 I2J 94
110 116 82 120 126 89 110 13] 96
120 118 81.5 125 I2J 91 120 135 98
J25 119 84 130 I2R 92 130 I3J 100
J 30 1195 84.5 135 128.5 92.5 135 138 101
J35 120 85 140 129 93 140 138.5 101.5

145 139 102
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Gorjan Wood
(Soaked 2% NaC[ solution for 48 hours)

Thickness = 5cm (approx)

Temperture TCl1l erlure Tem erture

Time OJ [) 8/ I) Timc 8' () e' " Time e' " e' ",c , c ,c ,, ,c , c
I T T

(mill) (min) (mini

0 30 29 0 29 30 0 30 30
5 36 29 5 36 30 5 37 30
10 42 31 10 43 32 10 44 33
15 48 33 1j 50 34 15 5I 36
20 54 35 20 57 36 20 58 39
25 6D 37 25 64 38 25 64 42
30 66 39 30 70 40 30 70 45
35 72 41 35 76 42 35 76 48
40 78 43 40 82 44 40 82 51
45 84 45 45 " 46 45 88 54
50 88 47 50 90 48 50 94 57
55 92 49 55 94 50 55 100 60
60 96 51 60 OR 52 60 106 62
65 100 53 65 102 54 65 110 64
70 104 55 70 106 56 70 114 66
75 108 57 75 110 IX 75 118 68
80 110 59 80 114 60 80 122 70
85 112 61 85 118 63 85 126 72

90 114 63 90 121 66 90 130 74
95 [[6 64 95 124 69 95 134 76
100 118 65 100 126 72 [00 136 78
110 120 67 110 129 74 110 138 82
120 122 69 120 [31 76 120 140 85
130 124 71 J 3D 133 78 130 142 86

140 126 7J 140 [35 80 140 144 "100 127 74.5 150 136 RI 150 145 89
155 128 75 15) 136.5 81 5 155 145 5 89.5
160 [)9 75.5 160 137 82 160 146 90
160 130 76



Gorjan Wood
(Soaked 1% NaCI solution for 48 hours)

Tluckness = em (approx)

'rem erlure rem elture Tern erture
Time SIOC S20C Time SIOC Oloe Time e " SlOC,0

T T T
(min) (mull (mm)

0 30 30 0 30 30 0 30 30
5 36 30 5 38 30 5 38 30
10 42 30 10 44 32 10 46 32
15 52 32 15 50 34 15 54 34
20 57 34 20 56 387 20 62 36
25 64 36 25 66 42 25 70 40
30 70 38 30 68 46 30 78 45
35 76 40 35 74 50 35 84 48
40 80 42 40 80 544 40 90 51
45 84 44 45 86 57 45 96 54
50 87 46 50 94 80 50 102 57
55 92 48 55 98 62 55 108 60
60 94 50 60 102 64 60 112 63
65 96 52 65 106 66 65 116 66
70 98 54 70 110 68 70 120 69
75 100 56 75 114 70 75 124 72
80 102 58 80 116 72 80 126 75
85 104 60 85 117 74 85 127 79
90 106 62 90 118 75 90 128 82
95 107 64 95 119 76 95 129 85
100 108 65 100 120 77 100 13l 87
105 108.5 66 105 121 78 105 132 89
110 109 67 110 121.5 78.5 110 133 90
JlS 109.5 67.5 115 122 79 115 134 91
120 110 68 120 122.5 79.5 120 135 91.5

125 123 80 125 136 92
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Segun wood (Dry somple )

Thickness" 3cm (opprox)

de 17S. 4dt • 60X60~OO86

'0 10 30 40 50
---_Time (minutes)
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Segun wood
Thickness ~ 5 cm (approx.)

"' __ '_'_.-00103
dt 66X60

o '0 10 30 50 50 70 80 90
---_._T;me (minutes)
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90

70

Segun wood
lnwtment with 1 '/, Nac\ solution

Thickness" 3cm (approx.)

d a 19-.-- .-0050,
dt 63X60

d a 1e-, --.-00508
dt 59X60

17.5 ".0049(,
59X60

60
o " 20 30 so 60 70 80 90

---<.- Timt (minutes l



.!!!.. ~.' 00474
dt 65X60
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eo

Segun wood 1 % Noel

Thkknl"ss" Scm (oppro~,)

.!!i., "-~.00456
~t 62 X60

50, 10 30 50 60
(minutE'S)

70 eo 90.
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1.5 '/, Noel

Thickness
(Segun wood)

" J em (opprox ,J

..c!! u ~ ~tlOS4
dt 5aX60

dO 18-0--"-00511
dt 5BX60

70
o '0 20 30 50 60 70 80 90

___ ~ •• Time- (minutes)
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'00

Treatment with 1.5 'I. Nacl solution
Stgun wood

Thickness.5cm (opprox)

de 18- ~ -~ ='0048
dt 61>:'60

~=~ '0464
dt 61>:'60

60
o 30- 40 ;0

1"";o'I'"t<',i,~1

60 70 90
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TrC'otmeol with 2 'I. Noel solution
Segun wood

ThickoC'ss : 3 em. ( oppro~,)
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Treatment with 2 'I. Necl solution
Segun wood

Thjckness • 5 em (opprOK.l

...!!!. 19 •. 0054
dt saX60

QIL= .2.U..- =.00S2,
dt 59X60

...QL a -"-- = -005,6

" S7X60

70, " 10 30 " 50 50 70 " 90

Time (minutes)



Gorj••n wood
thickness 3cm (approx.)

de~.IL_.QO~~
dt 65X6Q

80706030 40 50
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Gorjon wood
thicknl"ss: 5cm.(opproxJ

de ~ --.2l..- ~. 00 41~
dt 68X60

0041

BO70

de 17-.-.
M 69X60

.QL _,,_ ~00404
dt 70X60

50so403010
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40
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Trwtml!'nt with 1 'I. Noel solution
Gurjan wood
Thickness • .3cm (0 ro~)
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~80
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60 de 16-. -0.00489
dt 6l X6Q

" o 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90
----.-Time- (minutts)



90

1'1. Noel (GorJonl
tniekntss " S em (opprox,)
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dt 60X60

u
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70

Treolmtnt with '.5 % Noel solution
Gorjon wood

Thlekntss ~ 3 em (opprox)

.ll! = ...l1,S. 0QI.95
dt ~9X60
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---"'- Timt (minutes)

50 70 80
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1-5'1. (Gorjonl
Thickness • Scm (approx J
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J!!~.'.'. --00 47
dt 60X60
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de 18_. __ •. 00411
dt 65X60

de 17-,-~'00456
dt 61X60
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2 '/, Noel (Gorjon wood)

Thickness = 3 em (opprox.)

-.9!. _"_ <.00502
dl 63X60 .
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. Trl?otme-nl with 2 % Noel solution
Gor-jon wood

J!!. _'_'- ..005
d t 63X60

~ = ---.!2-= .00 5
dt 63X60

...!l!=-2L= .00,
dt 61 X60

o " 20 30 50 60 70 80
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